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President's Message February 2022
As we enter into a new year with hopes of a more normal one on our minds,
preparations are well underway for our National Specialty in Calgary this July/
August long weekend, (I would like to THANK! the persistence of the Alberta
Golden Retriever Club National Committee after having to cancel the last two
years) more information will be released as CKC approvals are granted.
I for one am looking forward to the National this coming summer, and not
because our move to BC has considerably shortened our drive to Calgary(well
maybe that's part of it) it will be nice to see old friends and familiar faces even
if they are masked! The longer this pandemic goes on the more the abnormal
seems to be the new normal, I'm sure I'm not alone in feeling a little shut off
from the world, but hopefully with vaccines and safety precaution in place we
can get back to a more old normal than new normal life. Club business is
usually slow over the holidays, but as the new year progresses things get
moving again, I would like to bring to your attention two GRCC regional
specialties that are going to be held this year, one in Quebec and the other in
Ontario hosted by our affiliate clubs in those provinces. Fingers crossed maybe
one in BC on the island this summer as well, please check for premium lists
and info on canuckdogs.com .
As a note, a plea, a beg, please consider hosting a GRCC event, it can be
anything from a bake sale, or an eye clinic, or even a Specialty and anything in
between, just contact your area director for help, if you turn a profit, all the
better but the focus is on promoting the GRCC, and helping the golden
community!

Bruce Russell
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BRAGS
BEING SHOWN BY CATHY
BARLOW
SOMETIMES BRAGGS
AREN’T BIG EVENTS BUT A
SMALL ACHIEVEMENT
WHICH IS IMPORTANT TO
YOU
THIS IS
CH TASMARA DON’T STOP
BELIEVIIN (PEYTON)
OWNED BY JACKIE
MATTICKS AND CO OWNED BY CATHY

SO PEYTON ACHIEVED HIS
CHAMPIONSHIP.
SINCE COVID HAS STOPPED /
SLOWED DOWN DOG SHOWS.
IT HAS BEEN HARD FOR
EVERYONE TO PUT TITLES ON
5
THEIR
DOGS, SO THIS WAS
SPECIALLY SWEET

EDITOR’S REPORT
Well here’s my second attempt at putting together the Leaves.
I have tried to do as much on my own as possible but I am so
grateful to have Jill there to advise me and to help when I am
in over my head.
I hope you like it and please give me feedback. I want to know
what you would like to see in it, or not in it.
I do want everyone feel free to submit brags, pictures, stories
etc.
I am trying a page with just pics of the different shades of gold
that we get with our beloved Goldens. So please can you send
me pictures of all your beautiful Goldens to add to this page in
the next issue.
I am very lucky to have others help me in getting pictures,
stories etc. I couldn’t go it without their help, so thank you.
I am enjoying doing this, as scary as it is, which has surprised
me somewhat. So I am hoping it gets easier with each one.
With your help we can have the best newsletter ever.
Lynn
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** Versatility Certificate News **
*** IMPORTANT ***
When the changes were made to the qualifications for the Versatility Certificate program, the
committee tried really hard to ensure that dogs who qualified under the old system would also qualify
at the same level under the new system. However, it is possible that there would be an occasional dog
who might only earn a lower level. (e.g. VCX under old, but only VCI under new system)
The old system is grandfathered to April 1, 2022, so if you are thinking of applying for a VC (any
level), you should check out your points, and if you fall into that category, please send your
application in NOW. After April 1st you will have to use the new point scale to apply.
(However, you can send in your application using the new point system any time. You do not have to
wait until after April 1st.)
And of course if you need any help, you are welcome to contact our resident “expertsCarol Beaulieu
goldwest@shaw.ca

Hunter, A Student In My Classroom: What a “Novice” Idea
When the kids were old enough and I had taken reduced teaching hours at the
elementary school I taught at, we got our first dog. Krypto was the best, smartest
Golden in the world! He was the ultimate Master in Obedience, there was no doubt
there. And I was his main trainer.
I had read the trainers’ manual and knew everything there was to know about
Obedience. And so I thought that training Krypto was going to be a piece of cake. Let
me start off by sharing how I trained Krypto to sit:
“Krypto, Sit, sit, sit, sit, sit..! I’ll give you a cookie... Ooooh... just sit!!” I’d push his butt
down and, he’d sit.
“Good boy! Here’s your treat!” You have to admit, amazing right? OK, Not THAT
amazing!! Maybe I hadn’t read the correct trainers manual after all.
7

After we sadly lost Krypto, Hunter came into our lives soon thereafter. My goal was to
train him, but to approach it a bit differently this time...I was lucky to have previously
attended a few Obedience classes with a friend, where I got to see how she and
others trained their dogs. I quickly realized that their approach was significantly
different than what I had tried with Krypto! Inspired by their training techniques, I
started going to Obedience classes as soon as Hunter was old enough.
I was just as nervous about starting classes as I was excited. All the handlers were
pros. They moved so naturally with their dogs. Everything looked easy, but it wasn’t!
Once on the floor with Hunter, I became shy and embarrassed. My biggest mistake
was to constantly look over my shoulder to see if I was being watched by the other
handlers. I kept wondering what they were thinking. I probably looked like a fool. Every
flinch anyone made, I thought I was being judged. Talk about ego! No one flinched. No
one was even looking! On the contrary: everyone was incredibly supportive. “We’ve all
been there”, said one person. “Believe me, we can all sympathize,” said another. A
friend told me: “If you can learn to enjoy training and relax, you'll be miles ahead.”
As I tried to not preoccupy myself with what others thought, I seemed to be having a
bigger problem: I was having a hard time motivating Hunter. I was still too
embarrassed and shy to express myself in front of everyone, and this was affecting his
progress. For instance, when it was our turn to do an activity, we would walk to where
we had to start. Most times, my trainers made us go back and start over again. “This
time, get him excited!” They would repeatedly tell me to praise him as we heeled
around the hall and to celebrate after I released him at the end of an activity. It just
wasn’t coming out, and when it did, I could hardly hear myself. I felt the excitement on
the inside, enthusiastically hearing myself say “GOOD BOY!” But it just wasn’t coming
out for Hunter to hear it.
Nevertheless, with a bit of confidence came enough progress that my trainers felt it
was time to enter trials. I got up the nerve, filled out the registration papers and off they
went. Trials were in April and there was a lot of work to be done to qualify for his CD!
th
Then, COVID-19 happened... On March 11 , 2020, the World Health Organization
declared the worldwide outbreak of COVID-19, a pandemic. The last time I heard the
word pandemic was when H1N1 broke out. But that was not like this. Everything came
to a screeching halt. The world went into lockdown.
As the events unfolded around the world, it felt like none of this was ever going to end.
The news in the house was on constantly. Numbers of cases were rising by the
minute. There was confusion everywhere. Wear a mask, don’t wear a mask. Wear
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gloves don’t wear gloves. The year 2020 was surely going to go down in history. The
word pandemic became Merriam- Webster’s Word of the Year.
Before we knew it, it was already 2021. Spring had arrived and not a word about when
training was going to start. Not wanting to waste any time, I wanted to do some
training of my own with Hunter—at least we could work on a few things so when
classes started, getting back into training would be easier. And when it was time for
trials, I figured that Hunter would be ready to earn his CD. There was no reason why
the pandemic should prevent us from training on our own.
But I quickly realized that it wasn’t going to be that easy...
I was a novice, and I was going to do this on my own. I had a lot to work on but didn’t
have anyone to correct me. But there was one thing I could work on: how to motivate
Hunter. I knew that this was equally important to help make Obedience something
Hunter would love to do. But how could I get him more excited about training so that
he could be more successful in the ring? I had a limited number of resources because
of the pandemic, which forced me to get creative...
That’s when I decided to apply my wisdom and knowledge as an elementary school
teacher to getting Hunter on the right track.
When I was teaching my students, I was always ready for them at the door of the
classroom. I would greet them with a smile on my face, and they knew how happy I
was to start our day. I tried to be as animated as I could when I taught each lesson,
knowing how important it was for keeping their attention. Some of them were half
asleep, others dragged their feet.
“Aww Miss!...Do we have to do that??”
They didn’t have to do anything really. They were always given choices, and I
constantly tried to facilitate their process for selecting the best one. It took some work,
and it was quite the challenge. It's what I loved most about teaching. I tried to find
ways to keep them interested, by teaching them to problem-solve, to get them curious
and to always strive for success. Of course, positive reinforcement was a very
important component; there were always rewards along the way.
But where could I take Hunter to get him more enthusiastic about his training? Luckily,
I didn’t have to look too far...
There’s a park behind my house that has a couple of basketball courts. The lines were
perfect for heeling. The neighborhood kids were still in school, and the park was
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always empty. Hunter and I could practice some exercise like heeling, recalls and
figure eights. I knew little about what corrections I had to make but I also knew that
continuously motivating Hunter and keeping him enthusiastic was critical. I realized
then and there that I could tap into my former teaching knowledge and apply it to help
Hunter stay on track.
Eventually, Hunter was able to differentiate between our walks and when it was time to
train. I’m sure that special new leash we used gave it away; or perhaps was it the bag
of treats I prepared! Whatever it was, he was always ready, waiting at the door! I did
my best to remember everything I had learned in class. Pacing, turning the corners,
corrections. At the same time, I would remember to praise Hunter, touch him, tell him
what a good boy he was.
Before summer ended, classes started again. It felt great to be back. We got into
training right away as it took close to no effort to get Hunter up and ready to do his
exercises. By this point in
time, he was more than ready, willing, and able! I stopped looking over my shoulder to
see if anyone was looking. The only one that mattered about how I looked or sounded
was Hunter. Our work in the park together had finally paid off, and Hunter knew it!
Hunter and I went to trials in September 2021 and entered the ring for the first time.
After three qualifying scores, Hunter earned his CD.
We were both incredibly proud 😊

All rights reserved by Lypa_Photo
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Angie Tzouvelakos

11Pat

and Carol Beaulieu with their dogs, Chilly and Lyric

2021 GRCC Versatility Certificates
I am pleasantly surprised at how many GRCC versatility certificates were
earned this year including our first ever Grand Master! These are organized
by title in the order they were issued. Carol Beaulieu
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Versatility Certificate
Ch Alabanor's Dare to Dream CD CGN Rhonda Amsel
CH Cressida Latitude RE WC Joan Carey
CH Ambertru Turngolds Whatt Nott SDIN SDN NTD CGN Shelly Gibson
CH TDCH Luchan's NO Cook'n The Books CD RA S SDIN Laurie Wilkinson
CH Auburnmist Road To Dunsmuir RN CGN ETD Corrie Horne
CH Chuckanut's Trossachs Valour RE CGN ATD Corrie Horne
Can GCH/UKC CH, URO2 Gowrielea's Scots Wha Hae CGN RE CD ATD Am CCA, RI, TKA, CD-V Bruce
& Liz Russell
OTCH Tashora Sings to My Heart JH RM WC CGN Carol Beaulieu
BPIS CH Goldcker Water U Sinking A Boat RN AGXJ JTX Brian & Lori Lancaster
CH Gowrielea's Flourish CD WC Gail Wormington
TIDEWATERS FALL GUY CD TD DD JH WCI NS CGN Jill Cairns
Versatility Certificate Intermediate
CH Gowrielea As Fur As We Can Go CDX WCI JH Gail Wormington
CH Audeo’s Life is a Highway CDX WCX SH Hugh & Judy Andrew
GMOTCH Webshire’s Whole Kate’n Caboodle MH WCX CCA Helen Walker
GCH Marigold Coming Home CGN CDX RM M Jane FitzRandolph
CH OTCH Albanor Newmoon O’ER Skye RE ITD Aileen & Rhona Murray
CH OTCH Tashora Dare To Be Cool WC CGN RM Patrick Beaulieu & Louise Battley
CH Prettyriver’s Crush at Luchan RE JH WCI CD CCA CGN Deb Grech & Gord Kerr
Versatility Certificate Excellent
OTCH GOODNGOLD’S GENERAL ADMISSION AGX JT WCI AGXJ NP SH Sandy Headrick
CAN / UKC CH Zaniri's Planetary Shift TD AGIs AGIJs JT WC RN ADC SGDC DM MJ ITD PCD CGN VC
Ruth Taylor & Rolf Harvey
CH Goldcker Fish N Ships PCD RE AGMX AGXJ XP AGSC JTX DJ CGN Am AX AXJ XF DJ Brian & Lori
Lancaster
Versatility Certificate Masters

Versatility Certificate Grand Masters
MBIS MBISS MHIT GCHEX MOTCH AGMCH AGMCHS TDGCH Am BISS GCH PACH
Goldcker A Boat Turn JH WCI UTD TD XP AGSC JTX RE DJ CGN (GRCC SDHF OBHF ADHF VHOF OSHF GMVC
Dual Hat Trick Award) Am WCX JH CDX MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX XFP T2BP RA TKP DJ CCA
(GRCA VCX 3 Triathlon Award) Brian & Lori Lancaster
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HALL OF
FAME CERTIFICATES ISSUED 2021
SHOW DOG HALL OF FAME
GCH Eirene’s Chase N Chicks - Shannon Scheer
Am/Can GCH BRIO DO THE LOCOMOTION – Debra Keen & Shannon Scheer
January 30, 2021
CH Mariner Ace of Diamond Isle CDX RE CGN - Jane FitzRandolph
OUTSTANDING DAM
GCHEX TCH Docmar’s Just Don’t Give A D’amn RE AGN - Katie Jaremey & Jane Docter
OBEDIENCE HALL OF FAME
MOTCH Auburnmist Lil’ Mz Knockout WC JH - Alice Menczel
MOTCH AUBURNMIST HOT TIPS WYN CASH WCI JH DD SHDCH RE - Alice Menczel (dated 2008 for
her)
MOTCH AUBURNMIST PREMIUM PLUS WCI JH AGN SHDX - Alice Menczel (dated it 2005 for her)
GMOTCH Webshire’s Whole Kate’N Caboodle MH WCX - Helen Walker
VERSATILITY HALL OF FAME
AGMCHV OTCH SPIRIT’S RIVER CITY REMEDY JH WCI NP – Sandra Headrick
OTCH CH Auburnmist Liv With Pashion SH WCX – Alice Menczel
MOTCH Auburnmist Hot Tips Wyn Cash WCI JH SHDCH DD RE – Alice Menczel (dated 2008 for her)
CH MOTCH Albanor Moonbeam Me Up RE WCI JH VCX - Aileen Murray & Rhona Murray
CH TCH Docmar’s Boys of Summer CDX WC RE AGIS AGNSS - Katie Jaremey & Jane Docter
GCEX TCH Docmar’s Just Don’t Give A D’amn CD RE AGN - Katie Jaremey & Jane Docter
GMOTCH Webshire’s Whole Kate’N Caboodle MH WCX - Helen Walker

Congratulations to our GRCC HALL OF FAME recipients 2022!!
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VERSATILITY RECIPROCATES

Versatility Hall of Fame
Scarlett was spitfire as a puppy and even into her older years. She was outgoing, showy
and loved to work! This made her a fantastic dog in both the show ring and in
performance venues. She finished both her Canadian and American Championships and
Grand Championships quickly and had quite the show career - winning a Best Puppy in
Show, Best in Specialty Sweeps, Best in Show and a US Best in Specialty show along the
way. She loved obedience and earned her CD in three straight trials with a High in Trial.
We dabbled a bit in agility and easily earned her AGN. She also finished her Tracking
Championship at age 5 and was just one more UTDX pass away from earning her Master
title. Sadly, we said goodbye in November 2021 at age 10. I can't thank her breeder and
co-owner Jane Docter enough for sharing her with me.
~ Owner Katie Jaremey ~
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Versatility Hall of Fame cont’d

Henley - CH TCH DocMar's Boys of Summer CDX WC RE AGIS AGNS Am CDX
RN
Henley was the epitome of a Golden. He humoured me in everything we did and everything I
asked him to do. He truly lived to please! Henley earned his RN as a puppy and finished his
Championship quickly. He loved obedience and earned a High in Trial from Open to finish his
CDX. He had one utility leg, but it just wasn't meant to be. I introduced him to birds one
summer to see what he would do and he went crazy for them! A few weeks later, with minimal
training, he passed his WC. He loved agility as well and was always just slow and steady, his
tail wagging the whole course with a big smile on his face! Henley also loved tracking and was
my first dog to finish their Tracking Championship. Henley passed away in 2019 at age 12, but
the memories that we made together will be with me forever. I am forever grateful to his
breeder and co-owner, Jane Docter, for sending Henley to me. Jane was always our biggest
cheerleader and supporter, in everything we did!

~ Owner Katie Jaremey ~
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Versatility Hall of Fame / Obedience Hall Of Fame/VCI
GMOTCh WEBSHIRE’S WHOLE KATE’N CABOODLE, MH, WCX, CCA

Who knew when I first laid eyes on this little sprite what lay ahead....

“Her awards and honors are many, and her heart was in everything she tried.”
The obedience game was Katie’s to play.....so many successes, so many ribbons...so
much bouncing up and down with gleeful joy when we played that game...Oh the
16

memories....when she had to retrieve the dumbbell sticking out from the ring curtain...her
speed got the better of her and grab she did, pulling the whole curtain down, but
triumphantly brought back the dumbbell....she surely attracted an audience in the ring.
We won the HIT of HITS in 2011 and finished up the coveted GMOTCh at 6yrs
old ....what to do now??? ... She loved to show off in the Utility ring, so we continued to
enter. There was to be no lollygagging on the couch for me.
In the summer she said.....show me the ducks, and soon it was evident she wanted to play
THAT game as well....she soon was called Kangaroo as she bounced her way to the
running line with such eager anticipation. Working Certificates, a Junior Hunter, and a
Senior Hunter title, and training for Master, when a health issue slowed her up for a
while, but in 2017 she finished up the final 3 legs in 1 weekend and together we walked
away with a MH, my very first.
Together we had the most incredible journey. Katie was truly a delight with her
eagerness, her determination and her joyfulness and I am so pleased that she has a place
in the GRCC Hall of Fame.
~Owner Helen Walker~

Versatility Hall Of Fame
CH OTCh Auburnmist Liv With Pashion (February 22,2012 - )

Pashion is my fourth Auburnmist dog. Pashion is a wonderful girl. Like her mother K.O.
she gets along with everyone. Pashion is my first dog with a conformation title. Thank
you Wendy Petkau for showing her. Pashion is my first dog to earn a SH and a WCX title.
Pashion is currently enjoying relaxed obedience training in her retirement. Her favourite
exercises are heeling and scent articles. Love you Pash.
~Owner Alice Menczel~
MOTCH Auburnmist Hot Tips Wynn Cash WCI JH DD SHCH RE (June 10,2000 –
May 8, 2015)
~Owner Alice Menczel~
AGMCHV OTCH SPIRIT’S RIVER CITY REMEDY JH WCI NP
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~Owner Sandra Headrick~

Obedience Hall Of Fame
MOTCH Auburnmist Lil’ Mz Knockout (December 26, 2006 – March 26, 2019)
K.O. was my third Auburnmist dog. K.O. was a sweet girl who got along with everyone
and everything. She gave me many memorable times in the obedience ring. I knew that
we would have a fun round if she had sparkly eyes entering the ring. A very special
moment for us was getting a 200 score in Open B. Good girl K.O. Miss you girlie.
~Owner Alice Menczel~

!
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MOTCH Auburnmist Hot Tips Wynn Cash WCI JH DD SHCH RE (June 10,2000 –
May 8, 2015)
Wynner was my second Auburnmist dog. He made me laugh every day with his antics.
He loved his toys even more than he loved food. His second love was Scent Hurdle. He
always perked up when he got to play Scent Hurdle no matter how hot it was or how tired
he felt after a full day of obedience competition. Wynner was my first dog to earn a DD, a
SHCH, and RE title. I am most proud of Wynner for earning a 200 score in Open B.
Good boy Wynn! Miss you buddy.
~Owner Alice Menczel~
MOTCH Auburnmist Premium Plus SHDX,AGN, JH,WCI, VCX (January 16, 1998
-September 14, 2008)
Calla was the dog that started my journey with Auburnmist Goldens. She was an amazing
girl who was ready to give her all no matter what activity we tried. Calla gave me many
first-time titles. She was my Utility A dog. She earned her OTCh, UDX and MOTCH in
one year with HITs in both Utility and Open. Calla was also my first WCI, SHDX and
AgN dog. I miss her greatly.
Thank you Wendy and Keith Petkau for trusting me with my wonderful Auburnmist dogs
and for the unending support you have given me over the years. Thank you to Jackie
Hastie and Pauline Baldwin for the exceptional obedience classes. Thanks also to all the
training buddies that helped me in so many sports.

19
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GRCC Versatility Certificate Excellent!
MOTCH HIT GoodnGold’s General Admission UDX SH WCX AGX AGXJ JTX IP VCX
Despite the restrictions that Covid 19 placed upon us all in the last few years, 2021 will be
a memorable for me. Ticket competed in multiple venues and earned her UDX and Master
Obedience Trial Champion titles in the obedience ring, her Senior Hunt and Working
Certificate Excellent titles in the field and finished her Jumps and Tunnels Excellent title
in the agility ring, while also earning legs towards her Master Agility Trial Champion title. I
also compete in the US and Ticket recently earned her American Utility Dog title. She also
holds a WC, Novice titles in standard, jumpers and FAST agility and a Trick Dog title in the
US. I look forward to many more years of training and trialling in different venues with
her. She is a delightful companion and training partner and solidifies the fact that the
beautiful, versatile Golden Retriever will always be the dog for me.

Show Dog Hall Of Fame
GChB Eire`ne’s Chase N Chicks, SDHF, NTD “Hefner”
(Am GCh Osprey on Angels’ Wings, SDHF “Chase” x AmGCh Can GCh Brio’s
Hotsicle, SDHF, CCA, NTD, NTD-M “Chick”)
Hefner finished his Championship in two weekends at 6 mths of age . He was shown for
only 8 weekends as a puppy due to Covid . In that time frame he was awarded multiple
group firsts and placements as well as 8 BPIS. This led him to be the #2 All Breed Puppy
for 2020.
In 2021 our shows started in August out West. Hefner received our first breeder/owner/
handled BIS our second weekend out. We attended twelve weekends of
shows and were lucky enough to be included in the judges choices every weekend.
Hefner finished the year with 4 Best in Shows, 8 Reserve Bests, 36 Group Firsts, 5 Group
seconds, two group thirds and a group fourth. This led the way for him to be in the
company of Canada’s Top Ten All Breed dogs . I am very proud of our achievement in
such a short time. Hefner tied his mother’s record in 2017 (“Chick”) by also placing
Number Nine All Breeds, and Top Sporting puppy.
If 2022 allows, we are hoping to be able to show stateside.
21

~ Owner Shannon Sheer ~
BIS Ch Mariner Ace of Diamond Isle CGN CDX RE HIT SDHF

Kylie was born on Earth Day 2005 and went on to become a 5th generation Best in Show
(including AKC and CKC). One day I noticed that he was within a couple of points to
achieving his GRCC Show Dog Hall of Fame status. So, off we went to beautiful PEI
where he topped off his points in style with an All-Breed Best in Show. His proud
breeder, Col Jonathan Chase, told me this made him the 5th generation of BIS winners
including both AKC and CKC shows.
Ky was a powerful, exuberant boy who truly possessed a heart of gold. In addition to his
show career, he achieved much success in Obedience and Rally, with multiple HIT’s.
Ever eager to please, he wanted nothing more than everyone to be as happy as he was.
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In November 2014, his son brought attention to his back paw where I discovered two
very tiny blister-like spots at the base of a toenail. The devastating diagnosis was
Malignant Melanoma of the Nailbed, something of which I had never heard. Pathology
gave a 30% chance of one more year of life. With the advice and support of Suzi Beber
and Smiling Blue Skies, my sweet
boy lived all but 2 weeks of that, robust and happy until the last few days.
Ky sired 12 beautiful offspring who have achieved multiple titles. He left me many
cherished memories, the greatest of which is his son, Cailan, with whom I share my heart
and home.
~Owner Jane Fitzrandolph~

2021 Versatility Certificates

GCH Cressida Latitude RE WC, or “Kirby” to his friends, is such a fun dog to have

around. At eight years old, he is full of the joys of life and will try just about anything I
ask him to do.
I was thrilled when I found out that he qualified for his Versatility Certificate from
GRCC, last year. He qualified through having his CH title and then his Rally Excellent
title and finally, his WC title. He and I have been at the WC game for a while and finally,
with the some help from great friends, we were ready to enter the WC test in the fall of
23

2020. There were some heart stopping moments (for me, anyway!), but he did a great job
and we got his WC title.
In 2021, he finished his GCH title, but, with the ongoing pandemic, we didn’t do too
much else. Really hoping that this is a better year, and that we will attend more activities.
Thank you so much to GRCC for this award!
Joan and Kirby
OTCH Tashora Sings to My Heart JH RM WC CGN “Lyric”
Carol Beaulieu
Ch Alabanor's Dare to Dream CD CGN “Rizzo”
Rhonda Amsel

BPISS CH Auburnmist Road To Dunsmuir RN CGN ETD ATD-M VC “Calum”

At just six months of age, Calum attended his first Specialty show, winning BOW and
BPISS under Connie Gerstner-Miller. He finished his Championship at just a year old,
and in only three weekends. Since then, we’ve been focused on training and adding titles
to the other end. He added his Rally Novice title before he was two-years-old. When the
pandemic started and trials came to a halt, Calum and I decided to take the words of my
long-time friend and training mentor of – It’s all just tricks – to heart and we started
recording all the tricks I had taught Calum – and quickly added seven trick dog titles.
When we added the CGN in 2021, it qualified Calum for the GRCC VC – which was
wonderful news. We’re just about finished the ETD- Masters and are focusing on one last
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trick to achieve his TDCH. After a break from serious training over the past months,
we’re ready to get focused again for 2022 and hoping for trials for obedience, rally,
agility and perhaps a WC. Trials or not, we’ll just enjoy the process
~ Owner Corrie Horne~
CH Chuckanut's Trossachs Valour RE CGN ATD TD-ROM VC “Logan”

It’s with some sadness that I share a brief write-up about Logan, as I lost him this past September at
12.5 years old. He was a character, incredibly clever, and a dog you always had to be two steps ahead
of because he would always try to outsmart you. While many of our trial days weren’t consistent until
he was older – he quickly finished his Rally Novice, Advanced and Excellent titles with nearly all
High in Class scores. When COVID-19 happened, I needed a distraction and I pulled Logan out of
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retirement. So, the video camera on my phone rolled to film his repertoire of tricks. At nearly 12years-old, Logan easily attained his Novice, Intermediate and Advanced Trick Dog titles. With his son,
Calum, attaining seven trick dog titles, Logan was then awarded his Trick Dog Register of Merit
certificate. Before he passed it was wonderful to receive his GRCC Versatility Certificate – and fun to
see that he was only two points shy of his VCI.
~Owner Corrie Horne~

BPIS CH Goldcker Water U Sinking A Boat RN AGXJ IP JTX Am ACT1 “Soak”
Soak is a character. She makes us laugh constantly. She LOVES to bring us large
awkward items and do the most amazing CHA CHA ever so proudly to show off. She
follows in her dads footsteps picking up the biggest heaviest logs and packs them around
on our walks. Was thrilling to get her out for her first few agility trials, in limited classes,
in the heat last year and earn her VC. She is so honest; she had such an amazing Q rate
that she completed her JTX and earned her way up in to Masters Jumpers and Excellent
PAD in three weekends.

~Owned by Brian & Lori Lancaster~
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GCH. TDCH Luchan’s NO Cook’n the Books CD RE SDIN AS ETD-M GRCC VCI–
Ledger

Ledger is my first show and performance dog. Ledger came to me from Deb Grech (Luchan Goldens)
in Ontario. My goal was to have him shown in conformation and enter a few performance venues with
him. While I wasn’t confident in entering the show ring with him myself, I opted to do so. Ledger
finished his championship at the age of 15 months. He had the majority of his GCH points by the time
he was 2, which included a BOB and Group 3 win from an esteemed breeder judge. Unfortunately
COVID put a damper on almost all shows and trials in 2020 and 2021 but we persevered and
completed his Grand Championship in September, 2021.
Ledger is a highly energetic boy who loves to train and has been a pleasure to train. He obtained his
CD in 3 straight trials. He currently has one leg towards his CDX. He completed his RE title in
December, 2021. Ledger’s most favorite thing to do is to run! This is why he finds Sprinters so
satisfying. Ledger completed his Advanced Sprinter title in 2021 and will complete his Excellent title
this year.
Along with obedience and rally, Ledger will be also working towards some field titles and hopefully a
few other titles in 2022.

~Owner Laurie Wilkinson~
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CH. Ambertru Turngolds Whatt Nott SDIN SDN ATD NTD-M CGN VA VC
AM.TKI

Laker finished his Championship in 3 quick weekends, including Breed wins from the
classes. He’s the first Golden Retriever to achieve a CKC Scent Detection title. His 6
trick dog titles were earned quite easily, and he has just achieved the new CKC title of
Versatility Advanced. We continue to work in scent, obedience, trick and other venues.
Bred by Connie Johnson, Ambertru Goldens.
Owned, loved & trained by Shelly Gibson, Turngold Goldens.
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Can GCH, UKC CH, UR02, Gowrielea's Scots Wha Hae CGN, RE, CD, ATD, VC,

AM CCA, RI, TKA, CD-V
Stirling is now 12 years old, so I have retired him from obedience but we had fun with
some virtual titles over the last year since we have had very few in person trials here. He
has started to do scent work which he thinks is lots of fun. Other than that he enjoys to go
to training with
his sons and he is the greeting committee to everyone there before we start. He has been
so much fun to work with and I hope will continue to be for a long time yet.
~Owner Sandy Brody~
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Versatility Certificate Intermediate
Champion Gowrielea’s Flourish, CD WC VC “FLORA”
(Ch Gowrielea Heartfelt Animation ex GCh Castlerock Edge of Seventeen) Flora started
her career a little late, but with a bang, earning High in Trial at the National Specialty in
2019 in her obedience debut. A pandemic slowed us down a little, but fortunately we
were able to do some work this summer, and Flora put it all together in back to back
weekends, earning her WC with honours (in the pouring rain) and her CD (in the hot sun)
with another High in Trial. Flora is best known for her loving temperament (and her
ability to charm you out of whatever food you have on you). When not working, Flora’s
hobbies include: (Indoors) Sleeping upside down on the couch all stretched out so that
Fargo can’t get on, and (Outdoors) Running madly off in all directions (mostly in circles)
and flinging herself into the snow or onto the grass to roll on her bumper. Hopefully
shows and trials will return this year, as we still have “miles to go before we
sleep”.Thank you always to Liz and Bruce Russell for this wonderful little girl. My
friends are so jealous; they all want to take her home with them.Gail Worington
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Versatility Certificate Intermediate
CH OTCh Albanor New Moon O'er Skye RE, ITD, GRCC VCI “Taggart”
Taggart is my perpetual pup. He was the only boy in a litter of girls when my plan was to
“keep a boy from my next litter”. He knew from the moment he arrived that he was here
to stay, there wasn’t any doubt on his part, but it did take me a while to agree! I have
never regretted coming around to his way of thinking. He did not impress me as a
youngster, but he was cute, funny and he had my heart. I had no expectations; Taggart
was just going to be Taggart. Once again, he knew better than I did, and I ended up going
along for the ride. He finished his championship in the blink of an eye but that was only
the beginning. He took to that obedience thing and, in spite of all of my disbelief, he
quickly went through the classes and achieved his OTCH. We took longer training in the
field, not because he couldn’t retrieve a bird but because his water work was too much
fun. Quick as a flash on land he could mark with the best of them, but water was our
nemesis. He would happily retrieve the duck but only after splashing around pretending
he was a dolphin, and he could do that for ages....not exactly something I would take to
the judges! In the meantime, he took himself out of retirement and wanted to play in the
Rally ring, so off we went. Once again, he blew me away by flying through to his RE. We
were finally getting that water issue out of the way when Covid hit, and our dreams of a
WC melted away along with the days in lockdown and isolation. When things gradually
started opening up he once again told me he wasn’t too old to try new tricks, so off we
went to our one and only Trick Dog event where he achieved not only his Novice but also
his Intermediate title in one afternoon. So not exactly the path I would have taken, but
Taggart being Taggart became a GRCC VCI that day.
It is impossible to be mad at this boy. He epitomizes pure joy in everything he does, and
he makes me laugh daily. Taggart’s days are all the best days ever, I am so blessed to
have him by my side. From no expectations to great expectations, he has always known
where he was going, I am so happy he took me along on that journey!
~Owners Aileen Murray & Rhona Murray~
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Versatility Certificate Intermediate
Champion Gowrielea As Fur As We Can Go, CDX JH WCI VCI “FARGO” (GCh
Ambercroft’s Beammeup2 Gowrielea WC ex GCh Castlerock Edge of Seventeen)

Fargo took quite a while to come into his own (his original nickname of “Dorkydog”
staying with him for several years), but once he filled out and all those gangly legs came
st
together, he got started with a Group 1 from the classes, owner-handled, over 92 dogs.
Once he got that long stride under control and learned to trot in heel position, his
obedience career got going, with a few High in Trials thrown in for good measure. Field
training is his reward for the other stuff, and all I have to do is mention “birds” or
“bumpers” to get him bouncing on his tippy toes. (And probably barking.) But his very
favourite hobby is meeting and greeting as many people on this planet as he possibly can.
If you are one of his many “best friends”, you have no doubt heard the story of his life
(from him, and very loudly) multiple times. Fargo is a veteran now, but he still loves to
“play the game” and I believe we have not yet gone “as fur as we can go”.
Thank you forever to Liz and Bruce Russell for my Beautiful, Silly Boy, who makes me
laugh and brings me joy.
Gail Wormington
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CH OTCH Tashora Dare To Be Cool WC CGN RM “ Chilly”
Beaulieu Journey – Getting to our 2021 Versatility titles
In 1989 Pat and I got our first golden, Barley, from Ainslie Mills. Over the years, I have put various
conformation, obedience, field, and tracking titles on our dogs while Pat occasionally competed in field (Hunt
Tests/Working Certificates).
When we got Chilly in 2013, Pat decided he wanted her to be the dog he competed with in all the areas we
were active in at that time. Honestly, I think he was tired of me being gone all the time and decided to just join
me, but he was soon hooked. Although primarily shown in conformation by her breeder and co-owner, Louise
Battley, in all other areas it was Pat who trained and trialed Chilly. She was the first dog he ever took in the
ring for rally and obedience. Chilly was bred several times so Pat had to work around her seasons and
maternity time-outs. We have kept two puppies out of Chilly. Lyric is the dog that I currently train and trial
with. We got her just before I was diagnosed with cancer. Her early training was sporadic as I went through
the surgery, chemo, and other procedures to battle my cancer. Along the way, Lyric also had a cancer scare
with a growth on one of her legs that was successfully removed.
(Sprite, out of Chilly’s last litter, is Pat’s latest endeavor. Hopefully, we’ll be writing about her one day.)
These last two years we have also had the challenges all of us faced in dealing with the pandemic. Our normal
dog events were severely limited, and we missed seeing our dog friends! We did, however, keep obedience
training, and when events started again both of our dogs were ready for the utility ring. It was so fun both
being in the same class. Lyric & Chilly finished their obedience trial champion titles together, and with the
points achieved in other areas, both qualified for their respective versatility titles.
Chilly achieved a VCI (CH OTCH TASHORA DARE TO BE COOL RM WC CGN) and Lyric a VC (OTCH
TASHORA SINGS TO MY HEART RM JH WC RM CGN)
~Owned by Patrick Beaulieu & Louise Battley~
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Versatility Certificate Intermediate
TIDEWATERS FALL GUY WCI NS RA CD DD JH TD CGN “Toule”

Toule is affectionately known as red dog around our house. He is the most joyful, eager
dog I have ever known and how lucky that he’s ours! Toule loves life, simple as that. It
doesn’t matter what he’s doing – squirrel watching, leaping into the water after a bird,
snoozing in front of the fire or willing that burger out of your hands, he does it all with
intensity and joy. Toule is an absolute hoot to train with and it makes me smile to think of
the years ahead with this fine fella!
~Owner Jill Cairns~
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Well...she did it!!
To say that we are beaming with pride for our Candy would be an understatement!
Candy is owned by myself and Gordon Kerr (Prettyriver Goldens)...or should I say WE are
owned by this very serious, yet immensely silly girl. The above picture is truly worth a million
words for me. Let me explain...
Candy began her Golden career with Gordon by obtaining her WC at 7 months of age, followed
by her WCI and JH titles...because this girl LOVES fieldwork! Obedience and Rally Titles all
came with ease.
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Always shown in the conformation ring in hard working condition... as all Goldens should be...
she was not every judge’s cup of tea. Therefore, Candy was shown selectively by myself to
respected breeder judges with amazing Specialty acknowledgements such as Best in Field Class
and a Judges Award of Merit, as well as major class wins.
And then... motherhood!! 11 beautiful puppies that remind us every day that she has passed on
her high energy shenanigans and yes... a LOVE for fieldwork.
Gordon had a very difficult year health wise in 2020/2021 and had to step back from
competition (I hope temporarily), and I struggled with a knee injury that kept me out of the ring
since 2019. Sitting on 7 points...ugh. Would she ever get the chance to complete the
Championship that I had started? She was sooo close.
So...rethinking our situation...Candy decided to jump back into the ring in the Fall of 2021 with
her pal Jen Remazki to try and get some unfinished business done. As the Halloween spirits
filled the show building last October 31st, Candy was deservedly awarded a BOW and BOS
from a large Golden entry to finish that Championship in style with another major! Que my
tears...
And so...after a very busy schedule in her lifelong achievements with Gordon and myself,
Candy is finally a Champion at 5 years and 8 months of age, with 11 kids and a boatload of
fans!! Who says it can’t be done!
Gordon and myself would like to thank the GRCC for all of your congratulations on this super
emotional honour for Candy. I can’t begin to tell you how I feel about this girl. I hope this
recognition gives Gordon the encouragement to get back into the field with Candy... because
that’s what she would want.
Deb Grech Luchan Goldens
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CanCH Prettyriver's Crush at Luchan RE JH WCI CD CCA CGN VCI
https://www.k9data.com/pedigree.asp?ID=717479
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OTCH Ch Audeo’s Life Is A Highway WCX SH VCI “Arvy”

Arvy is very much a fun loving upbeat Golden! I am thoroughly enjoying my journey
with our performance dog in the pursuit of Show, Obedience and Field.
Arvy completed his breed Championship in short order. That same year in 2018 he
earned his
nd

WCX and Junior Hunt Titles. In 2019 Arvy earned his CD and CDX with a HIC and 2
HIC respectively. In 2020 I was thrilled with Arvy’s earning his SH title thus qualifying
for his Versatility Certificate Intermediate. In 2021, I was super excited that Arvy earned
his OTCH with a HIT. We are presently training for a MH title.
Arvy truly is a gift!
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~Owned by Judy Andrew~
GCH Marigold Coming Home CGN CDX RM VCI multi HIT

On December 11, 2011, a long-planned breeding of my boy, Kylie, produced 11 beautiful puppies. When selecting my
choice there were several contenders, but one possessed the sparkle in the eyes that made my choice easy. Have you
ever had a dog who was quicker and smarter than you? It is a humbling experience.
Cailan didn’t mind showing, but didn’t love it, so after easily finishing his Grand Champion title at less than 2 years of
age, we moved on to performance events.
A confident boy who literally loves to work, Cailan earned his CGN at just 7 months old (in the most difficult test I
have ever seen) amid tents of vendors and crowds of people, many with pets.
When I was unable to continue handling, Tracy Peterson Snyder moved from coach to perfect partner for the majority
of Cailan’s Obedience and Rally career. Together they collected many ribbons and titles being awarded MGRC Top
Rally Obedience in 2015, Top Obedience and Rally in 2016, and Top Obedience in 2017. If he had his way he would
still be working toward his Utility title.
Plenty “birdy”, with tons of drive but a strong desire to do things his way, he would have needed more work to achieve
my dreamed of WC title than his late life start allowed.
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So now the highlight of Cailan’s 10 year old life is long hikes with his best friend and sharing all the love he has with
his people.
~Owner Jane Fitzrandolph~

Versatility Certificate Excellent
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Daedalus personifies ‘versatility’ and so VCX is an apt recognition for CAN/UKC BIS
CH Zaniri's Planetary Shift TD AgIs AgIJs JT WC RN ADC SGDC DM MJ ITD
PCD CGN VCX, out of BISS GCHB CanCH SHR Chuckanut's Both Barrels RN TD JH
WC OS VC X Zaniri's Zuma Can CD SH WC CGC Am WC CCA .
‘Daed’ has excelled in everything he has put his paws and amazing nose to, from
retrieving, agility, conformation, and tracking, to dock diving, tricks, obedience, and lots
more. A Master Diver, he was invited twice to the Dock Diving World Championships, in
the top ten Goldens worldwide. He is extremely intelligent, moderate, and so well
balanced and put-together, athletic, trainable, FUN and eager, all the components required
for great success whatever he does! Off the field, he still has the fittingly adaptable and
kind temperament for an easy house dog. This became apparent when I had a bad boneshattering trip ‘n fall late in 2019 that
brought our sports endeavours to a screeching halt, followed by long Covid hiatus, which
along with everyone else, curtailed our training / trialing goals. There was a brief window
of opportunity to trial in summer 2021 that allowed us to finish up a couple of new titles
to achieve his VCX. And so, though we aren’t where we had hoped to be in terms of
completing higher levels of titling, we hope to be back in many arenas soon, and he will
eagerly enjoy the sports that his natural versatility affords!
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CH Goldcker Fish N Ships PCD RE AGMX AGXJ XP AGSC JTX DJ CGN Am AX
AXJ XF DJ “Fish”

Fish is a full of life girl. She is a comical “talker” with the giant pillows she is always
gathering off our bed and sofa. Our Champion SPRINGER for butt rubs between our legs
or backing up into us. Can’t help but laugh with her. She is super focused, loving to get to
do anything anytime. Fish is just 4 Master Jumpers Q’s shy of finishing her AGMCH and
we are wishing to hit the obedience ring to earn her OTCH in the next year. Proud to have
her VCX already. She will hopefully be hitting the whelping box in the spring before
more trialing, for the last time, to create our next new addition to our family.
~ Owned by Brian & Lori Lancaster~
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OTCH GOODNGOLD’S GENERAL ADMISSION AGX JT WCI AGXJ NP SH
“Ticket”
Sandy Headrick

Versatility Certificate Grand Masters
OUR FIRST EVER!!!
MBIS MBISS MHIT GCHEX MOTCH AGMCH2 TDGCH Am BISS GCH CH
PACH Goldcker A Boat Turn JH WCI UTD TD XP AGSC JTX RE DJ CGN Am
WCX JH CDX MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX XFP T2BP RA TKP DJ CCA
(GRCC SDHF OBHF ADHF VHOF OSHF GMVC Dual Hat Trick Award) (GRCA VCX
OS 3 Triathlon Awards)
We are so proud to learn “Knot” is continuing his legacy of breed firsts to earn the Grand
Master Versatility Certificate.
Versatility has always been my passion and what I encourage and try to mentor in others.
As the saying goes “never put all your eggs in one basket” and that practice has sure
helped us hold on lately. Despite being born with 3⁄4 of a vertebra missing, going through
over a dozen difficult surgeries since a child, I have always pushed myself to dip in to
what I was told by doctors I shouldn’t do. I got involved with horse’s young when I was
told never to ride. I quickly saw a flyer at the barn, for a “Gymkhana”, which was a few
miles ride down the road. No horse trailer in my world, I grew up dirt poor and just had
opportunity to ride through a friend at school. So off we went. Picture this; Running
shoes, T-shirt and jeans, ponytail, no hat, bareback no saddles, just a halter and rope.
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entered everything for a flat fee. I knew nothing of what a “jog” or a “lope” was. So
raced around the ring in both English and Western pleasure and equitation classes
because I figured faster and more stamina will certainly show the judge, I was awesome!
Had no clue that Trail was an obstacle course, we thought perhaps we go in the forest
with the judge somehow on a group ride. Started with opening of the gate and with the
horse I was riding all spooky and nostrils flared, well we definitely “let all the cattle out
of the gate” fighting to swing it wide open before we could finally bolt through it. Next
the bridge with shiny garbage bags, tarps and tires on the other side. This HAD railings
until I finally got this horse on top of the bridge with lots of pressure and she spooked and
bolted off the sides breaking everything. You get the picture. Thankfully this was the
beginning of the 80’s so NOT caught on video. Well needless to say I got my very first
shiny ribbons because I HAD to, due to the number of entries of only 4 or less in some of
the classes. That’s all it took, on my bedroom wall they went and I was HOOKED! I got
scooped up to be mentored from a gal who clearly felt embarrassed for me. I was taken
under her wing. I walked many miles daily to and from school and to the arena she kept
her horses, just so I could save the thirty-five-cent bus fair and my dollar an hour
babysitting pennies, to go toward tack. I cleaned 35 stalls through every weekend, old
single wheel barrel, to earn my way. I used to be skinny! I ended up successfully
competing in all classes on the Quarter Horse Circuit, Reined Cow Horse, Team Penning.
The Alberta Summer Games; in Barrel Racing, won Pole Bending and I guess the
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highlight was that I also won Gold Medal in TRAIL. Trail became what I loved the most.
I broke new horses and taught successful students for about 20 years overlapping my start
in Golden Retrievers as a young teen. I was getting more and more involved with dogs
which was always my preferred desire. I was learning to show, competing successfully in
obedience and being paid to travel with Superdogs shows on vacation time. Superdogs
was like a combo of “acting” tricks, agility and obedience. Even though my favorite
passion, no questions has become agility since it first came to Canada. I have never
pictured doing one thing. So in the day Superdogs was another piece that was right up my
alley of versatility. Then I got scared off horses from getting broken 3 times in one year
and bed ridden for months after a camping trip simply riding a horse at a walk for a
couple of hours. That lead to the rest of my spine being fused and the end of me being
able to stand up straight, walk or run “normal” again. So, I decided to quit splitting my
time between horses and dogs with no regrets. On to my continued ride with the Goldens
and never looked back. Generations of breeding Versatile Goldens and Knot entered our
whelping box.
Some highlights with Knot have begun with winning Best Puppy in Show, breeder/owner
handled, from an incredibly tough line up at the Westwinds Sporting Dog Specialty at
Spruce Meadows and later our first Best In Show which also earned his GCHEX. Going
on to winning the GRCC National with many adventures throughout. Multiple Eileen
Battley Hat Trick Awards including one of many breed firsts of achieving a Hat Trick
Award while winning the National. A Nan Gordon Trophy. #1 Golden in both the Show
Ring and the Agility Ring (Top Dogs CKC). Winning Multiple High In Trials and High
Aggregates. Earing numerous consecutive GRCC Trophies. An incredible 5 Hall of Fame
honorifics.
On the other side of the border being awarded Knot’s Grand Championship. Winning a
Best in Specialty Show against top dogs in the Country. Earning his Agility
Championship at a National. 3 Triathlon Awards and his VCX and OS.
What an unimaginable ride this boy has taken us on. Although he is mostly enjoying
retirement, he still prefers adventures. His most recent endeavor to begin 2022 was
obtaining his Professional Animal Actor Certification. That was a breeze given his
lifetime of moonlighting work as a lead animal actor in movies and commercials and gigs
in magazine shoots and TV Series.
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Knot earned his Grand Champion Trick Title early last year in the winter of boredom at
home. So our next plan is to capture more tricks for all of his Masters Titles. I do have to
say that the entire Trick program has sparked a fire like never before for the enjoyment of
training. There are so many wonderful things for both dog and handlers to gain from
foundation skills all the way through the difficulty of the highest level of chained
behaviors. It’s a great way to have fun, no pressure and clean up teaching skills while
progressing through respectful difficulty at the highest levels.
He is such an honest boy and we have always said he would walk on water if he could to
please me. He really doesn’t like to make a mistake. He has taught me so much over his
lifetime on so many levels. No question any weaknesses are my part of the team. Despite
my disabilities, my dogs are no question the grounding force that keeps me rising out of
bed every morning and always pushing myself every day so I can keep moving.
I have learned to not procrastinate losing old dogs in the past being shy 1 Q here and
there to finish CH Titles. So despite breaking my foot, thanks to his daughter “Fish”
enthusiastically flipping her body into me on a “spin”, we decided rather than pull from a
trial we planned to support a new puppy owner at, that we would hobble around the
Utility ring for the first time together. So with a cane and some K-Tape, off we went. His
daughter with newbie handler earned their CD together with two HIT’s and Knot and I
somehow managed to hobble around and Q 4 for 4 and earn his UD with High Aggregate
despite me being broken and in excruciating pain.
Knot would tell you that his favorite thing in life is swimming. He has always loved
launching into the water. Can remember a few face plants he took me on as a puppy
training with some duck tosses into the pond. Whenever we attended agility trials in Red
Lodge Montana, he was always rewarded with a bunch of turns leaping off the dock into
the pond on site. So when an opportunity came up for a dock diving trial last fall, despite
Knot being over 12 years old, figured for HIS pleasure we would let him play for the
weekend. He had so much fun and as much as he is normally always polite, he still pulled
me up the stairs and couldn’t control his excitement for every jump. Like a kid who
doesn’t want to leave the playground. Had to drag him outta there after each of his 3
turns. Icing on the cake for us was him coming away with his Dock Junior Title. Another
adventure off the bucket list.
One thing we never expected but are so grateful for is through Knot creating so many
connections to amazing breeders and puppy owners. The icing on the cake, no question,
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is celebrating their amazing achievements as many dip into new waters and create their
own firsts through his inspiration.
Ever heard of that “Most Expensive Collar You Ever Bought”? If not take a read further
in this GRCC issue. It’s an old joke with prices from the 70’s but that pretty much sums
of the life of Brian and I. Those out to our place recently will notice the construction
going on. Yes, for Knot’s retirement pleasure we jumped in and decided to build a
swimming pool for him, coming this spring. A tad “spendy” as a major understatement
but he’s worth every penny for the moments that will be treasured to spend with him in it.
He has taken us on an unimaginable ride in so many directions. Every day I feel gratitude
for having him to snuggle on my bed with.
Lori Lancaster mail@goldcker.com
~ Owned by Brian & Lori Lancaster~

Congratulations to everyone on your outstanding Golden achievements!!
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BRAGG

BRAGG

Pending CKC approval Angus finished his CKC championship.
Thank you to breeder judge Ainslie Mills
He is now Can CH, UKC CH, UR01 Gowrielea's You're In my Heart RN,
SN Am RI
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GRCC ANNUAL AWARDS FOR 2021
TROPHIES! AWARDS! FAME AND GLORY! AGAIN !!!
IT’S THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAIN!!!
(No, not for annual dues. Hopefully you’ve all done that.)
*** IT’S TIME TO APPLY FOR THE GRCC ANNUAL AWARDS! ***
I know I have mentioned this before!!! And now that we had actual dog shows in 2021, maybe you can win one.
(Or more.)
We have awards for obedience achievements, conformation achievements, field achievements, versatility
achievements, junior handling achievements, etc. The awards that will be given out this year are for the calendar
year 2021.
Some of these trophies do not get awarded every year, and in some cases this is because no one has applied for
them.
For example, you show people, did you know that the top Show Dog awards are for dogs who are owned by GRCC
members? So if the Top Golden in Canada is owned by a non-GRCC-member, and you own Golden # 2, you can be
the winner of the Top Show Golden award. **
** For Top Show Dog and Top BOS, the GRCC determines who wins these awards. But just to be safe, if you think
you might have qualified for either of these, please send an email to Esther, so she can double-check.
You obedience people out there, did you know that we have all kinds of obedience awards? There are trophies for
Novice A, Novice B, Open A, Open B, Utility A, Utility B and much much more!
For many of the obedience awards, all you need is three qualifying scores in order to apply.
** IMPORTANT ** There is a difference between the “titling” trophies and the “competition” trophies. So for
Novice A and B, and Open A and Utility A, you don’t have to earn your scores in the same calendar year. It is the
year in which you finished your title that counts. So if you, say, earned two U.D. legs in 2020 and finished your
OTCh in 2021 from Utility “A”, you are eligible to apply for the 2021 Utility “A” award.
How to apply. It’s very easy. Just go into the website and look under “About the GRCC”, then “Club Trophies”,
then check out General Policies (for the general rules), Annual Obedience Awards, or whichever category you are
interested in (to get the requirements for each trophy), then Club Award/Title Applications (to get an application).
Then fill out the form, attach whatever documents or information is required **, and send it in to our helpful and
efficient Trophy Coordinator, Esther Cox (Email: esthercox106@gmail.com) by April 30, 2022.
** We know that you may not have received your certificates yet from the CKC. Just send what you have. We
can verify some of this via Canuckdogs. We certainly do not want to punish our members for the CKC’s
difficulties, so if you think you have a chance, SEND IT IN.
We would love to see more people qualify for these awards. So if you are not sure if you qualify, or how to apply,
or if you have any questions, Esther would be very happy to help you out. (Tel: 613 863-3207 or email
esthercox106@gmail.com)
A few more helpful details….
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For some of the awards, i.e. those requiring qualifying obedience scores, all you have to do is provide us with the
details, i.e. date of trial, name of club, judge and score, and possibly your title certificate. For the conformation
awards, we would need basically the same information (only “number of points” instead of the score).
In the past, a dog had to have hip and eye clearances for all awards (or be spayed or neutered for the performance
awards). This requirement has now been removed, so non-altered dogs without clearances are now eligible.
Show people? Obedience people? Field people? Junior Handlers? TAKE A LOOK! We have stuff for you!
Lots of opportunities! So take a look around the website. And even if you don’t qualify for anything this year,
maybe you will find something to aim for next year.
And come to think of it, while you’re looking around the website, check out the requirements for the Hall of Fame
and the Versatility certificates. (For the annual awards, there is only one winner per year per trophy. But the Hall
of Fame and Versatility certificates are based on a point scale and are non-competitive, i.e. you just have to
qualify.)
You’ve worked hard! You’ve earned it! We very much want to honour the achievements of our members and their
dogs, so please send in your applications!
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The following article was written by Glenda Brown and is shared with author’s permission.

Please note *live flyer birds are not a part of WC tests in Canada*

SUCCESS FACTORS

!
How can a Club help their members and themselves with regard to putting on a WC/WCX? How can you,
as a handler, be more successful and increase your chances of passing a WC/WCX?
There are various factors involved in a Club putting on successful WC/WCX tests. The first consideration is
to get good, knowledgeable judges. Seems obvious, but often it is left to the last minute and the Club ends
up with very nice persons but basically only warm bodies as far as judging skills go.
It is important to find judges who are good with people as well as with dogs. Why? Think how a smiling
face, questions that are answered in a good natured manner, encouragement, especially to those running a
WC or a WCX for the first time, and judges who honestly are “for” the dogs sets the tone for a WC/WCX.
A Club needs to have judges who have read and understand the Rules and Regulations for a WC/WCX test.
It is valuable to have judges who realize the intent behind the rules. It is important that judges understand
the level of the dogs they are judging. Judges need to know about the problems presented by certain gun
placements, and who realize the effect terrain or high winds have on the dogs. Occasionally, tests are set
up which are impossibly hard due to the configurations used. This could be avoided by having judges who
understand exactly what a WC/WCX represents and how to properly set up tests which accomplish this
purpose.
Next, Clubs need to have good help in the field. This can be a hard task and doesn’t mean just approaching
Club members and asking them to help. Often you have throwers who are definitely trying hard, but they
lack understanding of what is required. If a Club can have a training day before hand, it can offer to work
with the dogs/persons that are planning to run in the WC/WCX in exchange for teaching the throwers what is
required. Teach them how to throw a duck properly. Point out how important it is that each throw should
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throwers who are definitely trying hard, but they lack understanding of what is required. If a Club can have a
training day before hand, it can offer to work with the dogs/persons that are planning to run in the WC/WCX
in exchange for teaching the throwers what is required. Teach them how to throw a duck properly. Point out
how important it is that each throw should attempt to be as uniform as the one before it and the one after it
to create a fair situation for all the dogs. Especially in a WC, many of these dogs are very green, and birds
that go backwards over a thrower’s head, or are very short, or are thrown at the wrong time, can make all
the difference in the world. Have the workers practice throwing. Have a contest where the best throwers or
the most accurate throwers get a prize. During the WC/WCX, try to rotate the throwers in and out of the field
so no one is stuck out there all day. Let all the workers know how very, very much you appreciate their
doing this for the Club.
One of the most important requirements is to have good live gunners for the flyer station. Birds that are
repeatedly missed add to Club costs as well as being very detrimental to the dogs being run. If a Club does
not have many persons who would qualify for shooting the flyer, call around to some of the local hunt test
clubs and gun clubs and ask for suggestions. There are many persons who are very good shots and would
help a Club by shooting at their events. A free ticket to the tail gate and hearty lunches combined with
effusive thanks goes a long way towards developing a list of persons who will shoot for a Club’s events.
Always remember a thank you note to all the help makes persons a little more eager to work in the future.
Good marshals can smooth the way to make it easier on the judges. They can make it more pleasant for the
handlers, and can keep the WC/WCX running like a well oiled machine. A Club can draw up a list of
responsibilities for a marshal which is especially beneficial for those who are first time marshals. One of the
most important functions of a marshal is to make sure that helpers who are running dogs in addition to
working are rotated out of the field with plenty of time to view a few of the dogs working. They need time to
air their own dogs and to do some deep breathing.

!
How can Clubs help to have more of their members pass? It is important for a Club to have as many
training days as they can. Have persons who are knowledgeable take turns being in charge of a training
day with the advanced helping those who have less experience. Try to shoot flyers so the dogs become
used to them. Work on the dogs being steady on line both while honoring and running. Help handlers to
become
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For a Club program, the Club can get someone who has had a lot of experience and success in the field at
various levels who would come and be willing to answer questions and give suggestions for those just
beginning. Another thought is for a Club to borrow a good training video and show it, including a question
and answer period afterwards.
What can you, as a handler, do to help increase your dog’s chances of passing? Read the rules and train
your dog. One of the biggest problems for failing to pass is not that the dog has no basic instincts or cannot
mark, it is lack of obedience. A dog may have done a beautiful job of marking the bird, and then it plays with
the bird, drops the bird, or even plays keep away! These are all obedience (training) problems. Working the
dog in the yard on basic obedience, then transferring that obedience work to the field should help clean up
many of these problems. Do not go to the field until the dog is solid in the yard. Do not let him develop bad
habits in the field. Even if you live in an urban environment, obedience work can be done in a backyard or a
schoolyard or a local park. There are many good training books out there, and you can go to the FEC
section on the GRCA website (www.grca.org) and pull up the Recommended Reading List together with a
list of Recommended Magazines and Videos.
The more experience in retrieving and the more training your dog has, the more your “luck” will increase.
This doesn’t mean that a dog with a lot of desire and who is strongly motivated to retrieve could not pass a
WC with limited training. It means you are increasing the odds of your dog doing well. In addition, if your
dog is well trained, your confidence level will be much higher, and the dog instinctively realizes that.
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Whether you believe in a “force” fetch or an “induced” retrieve or just relying on your
dog’s willingness to retrieve, it is important that your dog realize that when he is sent to
fetch, it is not a choice but a command.
When you come to the line with your dog, make sure your dog sees all the gun
stations, and be sure he is focused on the one that is to be thrown first (the memory
bird) before you call for that bird to be thrown. Do not send your dog until he/she is
focused on the mark. You do not have to send your dog the exact moment the judge
gives your number. Make sure the dog is looking where you want it to go before
sending on his/her name. Many time novice handlers become nervous and send their
dog immediately. It is not a timed event. Sometimes a handler may be looking at the
mark, but the dog is looking behind at something interesting in the gallery. In his hurry,
the handler sends the dog before it has had a chance to refocus on where the bird
landed thus decreasing his chances for success.
The more practice you can get before running your first test, the more relaxed and
confident both you and your dog will be.
One thing many handlers (and some judges) do not understand is when a recast is
allowed. A recast may be given if when the dog is sent he does not go or he only goes
out a few feet and then returns to the
handler. If the judges feel this was due to confusion---such as sending the dog on
another dog’s name; saying the dog’s name too softly; or something happened to
distract the dog as it was being sent and the
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dog wasn’t sure whether or not it was actually sent---the judges may allow a recast.
This means you can resend the dog. It does not mean you can try to resend the dog
numerous times until it may eventually go. It is not confusion if the dog will not go after
repeatedly being told to go. Nor does a recast mean that a dog can go out in the field,
set up a hunt, and then return to its handler without the bird and you are given
another opportunity to send the dog. This, too, is not confusion. This is lack of
perseverance or blinking of the bird.
Since a winger may be used in a WCX (although this must be announced in the
premium) if at all possible, you should expose your dog to seeing birds thrown from a
winger. If you can join a training group that has one, this is ideal. You can encourage
your Club to use one for a training day. The person who is the “gun” at the winger
station should make a throwing motion with their arm just as they are kicking the
release mechanism. This simulates a throw from a gunner. The two big advantages
of a winger is a consistent throw for everyone, and someone who has a weak throwing
arm can still be used as a worker.

Don’t run a WC/WCX hoping you can pass. Enter one knowing that you have a very
strong probability of your dog passing. Always keep in perspective why you are there.
This is supposed to be fun for both you and your dog. Relish the joy of spending a day
in the field with your dog and your friends. We know you loved your dog before you
arrived. Therefore, no matter what the dog does, you should still love your dog at the
end of the day---pass or fail.
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ALBERTA DIRECTOR REPORT
LYNN WALKER

I hope all you are getting out
and enjoying doing activities
with your dogs.
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Well I can’t believe it has been
three months already.
I have to say it is really nice to
see shows, trials etc starting to go
up in numbers. When I get the
dogshows.com event email I look
to see what are the upcoming
shows , health clinics, trials etc
and for the last year and a half it
has been mostly blank, but now it
actually has shows etc listed. The
number is growing as we are
starting to open up more . It feels
so good.
I hope you are all getting excited
about the National this summer. It
is going to in Calgary, AB July 28Aug 1,2022. This has been a long
time in the planning, so our 2020
plan for the National was
postponed till 2021 and then once
again till 2022. The committee is
very excited to finally be able to
hold it. We are looking for
volunteers for a number of jobs, so
if you have some time to help out
please contact Shannon Flynn or
myself.

PRAIRIES REPORT
Hello from the chilly Prairies! I don’t really have a lot to report this time around other than it sure is nice to see a
calendar full of dog sports! We have been very fortunate that Sask has been able to host numerous trials throughout
the pandemic and it appears that we are full steam ahead!

One super exciting event that we have to look
scheduled to host the National Master Hunt in

forward to is that the Saskatoon Retriever Club is
2023!!

Sask Members Brag
Tuck

BRAGG

Zaniri The Duck Stops Here Can JH WCX
CDX ATD
Introducing Tuck , sometimes a puppy
comes into your world when you were not
really expecting it to. That’s how Tuck
came to
us, we were just starting our search for our
next performance dog , we wanted a dog to replace our old boy who was retiring from his Agility career , we
also wanted a dog that that came from performance parents , that had performance titles down it’s pedigree.
We weren’t asking for much .
One day we stubbled across breeding we could not resist Mary Shillabeer was breeding her bitch HRCH
UH; Can CH MOTCH GMH NMH Zaniri Olive That N More Can WCX MH26; GRCC VHOF VCX; Am **
WCX CCA to to Rick and Louise Roberts dog UH HRCH GMH GoldNGuns Double Darn Dare Ya Can
QFTR CDX WCX CCA CGN. This would be a last breeding and was too good to be pass up.
We contacted Mary and she thankfully placed us her wait list, from there we crossed our fingers and
waited .Months later we got the wonderful news that we would be getting a male pup from the breeding and
that began our journey.
We flew home with Tuck the day before COVID would change our world .
Although Agility was our main reason for getting a new pup, Obedience and Field work would also be in the
cards.
Tuck, like most puppies , was eager to learn and soaked up anything we threw at him . He was doing scent
articles by 4 months , had been introduced to all Obedience exercises through to Utility by the time he was
6 months . We ventured into the field his first summer and also started exposing to the world of Agility. His
puppyhood was all about positive exposure and fun,introducinghim to things he would be dealing with in his
future.
Yes, COVID became our friend in a weird way, it gave us time to exclusively focus on training and
socializing this young boy who was always up to learning and experiencing any thing we threw at him.
We are very proud to say over the last two years Tuck earned his :
Working Certificate - 8 months
Working Certificate Intermediate/ Working Certificate Excellent -20 months
Junior Hunt -20 months , followed by two Senior Legs
Pre-Companion Dog - 11 months
Companion Dog -23 months
Companion Dog Excellant -25 months
Advanced Trick Dog -18 months
We look forward to see what the future holds not only for Tuck but also his littermates who are titling in
Obedience, Rally Obedience , Hunt Tests, Working Certificates , Field Trials and Trick Dog
Gary & Shelley Overs
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The Most Expensive Collar you ever bought?
Why of course ..that very first show collar!
How it all began?
In the Beginning...
You got your dog, a real show dog, and quickly realized that you needed the correct collar to show
him on. Which in turn led you to that wonderful buttery smooth three foot leather lead.
At your very first show, you noticed that you just HAD to have the proper grooming supplies also....
Slicker Brush $9.00
Comb $10.00
Spray Bottle $4.00
Good Conditioner $15.00
Water Bottle $4.00
Pin Brush $15.00
Bait $10.00
NEW Collar (your dog has now out grown that first one)$14.00
Chalk $9.00
Chalk Brush $15.00
Cholesterol $10.00
YOUR FIRST POINT.*****YOU' RE HOOKED****** **
Bait $10.00 Dog
show calendar $12.00-don't wanna miss ANY shows now.
By now you're beginning to realize the back seat isn't a proper way to transport your dog.
Dog Crate for the car $80.00
At your very next show you begin to feel a bit more confident and relaxed at dog shows. Borrowing
and waiting to use your friends grooming table is so inconvenient. ...
Grooming Table $95.00
Grooming Arm $50.00
Bait $10.00
You begin to start collecting dog show things, old towels, skirts with pockets, dresses with pockets,
good comfortable shoes, rain gear, umbrellas, water jugs, etc $100.00
Now you have too many grooming supplies?..
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Tack Box to store and hold the supplies $50.00
Good comfortable Camp Chairs $35.00 - we seem to be spending much more time at shows lately.
Suddenly you realize all of these items AND your dog don't fit in the family car anymore....
Used Mini Van $15,000.
Somewhere around this point you get tired of waiting to use your friends blow dryer....
New blow dryer $150.00
Extension Cord for Dryer $15.00
Five-way plug for sharing electricity with your new dog show friends $10.00
New and improved dog show collar and lead $40.00
New type of improved Coat Conditioner $15.00
Bait $10.00
Your friends favorite Shampoo and Whitener $35.00
New Comb and Slicker brush $25.00 (you lost the old ones at the last show)
Scissors $30.00 (kitchen shears just don't trim those pads right)
Muddy Show grounds..
Roll up mat for covering ground $45.00
YOUR DOG HAS PICKED UP HER NINTH SINGLE
The hunt for majors begins. After wasting much money on entries where majors didn't hold you
begin to get frustrated and search out and find that new male show puppy and a perfect match for
your female!....$1000.00
Crate for new dog $80.00
Show collar and lead for new dog $50.00 (your tastes have been refined now)
Handling classes for new dog $40.00
The very first show teaches you, your Mini Van will not carry both crates and all your equipment... .
Brand New Larger Mini Van $25,000.00
Now having two dogs to show and get ready quickly teaches you a generator is required!
Generator $325.00
Two Dog Kennels for outside $1,000.00
Just gotta pick up one of those majors on your female so you hire a handler for those major shows
$200.00 (+/-)
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YOUR FEMALE FINISHES!
Your new male is too young to breed.....
Updating & Health Clearances on Female $200.00
Stud Fee $1,000.00
Progesterone Testing $200.00
Whelping box $250.00
Vet bills-x- rays, sonograms, well mother checks $400.00
Putting first aid whelping kit together $300.00
Vaccines for new litter $150.00
X-pen for puppies $80.00
Whelping pads, fleeces, toys for puppies, weaning supplies, etc $450.00
Baby Scale $45.00
Well puppy and mother exams $150.00
Spectacular puppy in litter will be new show dog.... Immediately realize Mini Van will NOT hold three
dogs and show equipment... .
Motor Home or Full size dog show van $30, 000 to $100,000.00! !!!!!!!!
You suddenly realize you are eating macaroni and cheese while your dogs are eating Human Grade
Dog food at $55.00 a bag.
Congratulations!
You have now earned the title of "Dog Breeder!"
Aren't you glad you are finally making those big bucks breeding dogs? So far you have invested
$76,652.00 in showing your two dogs.
*This figure does NOT include dog food, the initial cost of your dogs, entry fees, motel bills, general
vet bills, toys and Many other ownership incidentals.
Your litter of pups yielded six puppies, you kept one and sold the other five for $500.00 each.
Congratulations you just made $2500.00 "Breeding your dogs!"
Now if you can just breed 30 or more litters you MAY just break even with your initial investment of
over $75,000!
Author Unknown
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Quebec Director’s
Report – February 2022

*** GOOD NEWS ***
*** TWO GOLDEN RETRIEVER SPECIALTIES COMING IN QUEBEC ***
YES! The Golden Retriever Club of Quebec will be running back-to-back Specialties on the June 25th-26th weekend (a
long weekend in Quebec) in conjunction with the all-breed conformation shows and obedience and rally trials run by
the Association Canine de la Mauricie. These are held in Sainte-Anne-de-la-Perade (near Three Rivers, Quebec). It is
a lovely outdoor venue (for the shows) and a nice big indoor arena (for obedience and rally). So mark the dates on your
calendar! And keep checking Canuckdogs for more information. Hope to see you there!
It is close to minus 30 here today with the wind chill, and it is so cheering to think of being outdoors in the warm
sunshine again. Spring will Come!
MORE GOOD NEWS!!!
It is Annual Awards season! Yes, indeedy! And we had dog shows and trials in 2021! Maybe not as many as usual, but
enough that we can think about applying for the annual awards. It is very easy. Just go into the website and look under
“About the GRCC”, then “Club Trophies”, then check out General Policies (for the general rules), Annual Obedience
Awards, or whichever category you are interested in (to get the requirements for each trophy), then Club Award/Title
Applications (to get an application).
Then fill out the form, attach whatever documents or information is required, and send it in to our Trophy Coordinator,
Esther Cox (Telephone: 613 863-3207 and Email: esthercox106@gmail.com ) by April 30, 2022. If you have any
questions, you are welcome to contact either Esther or me for help. (There is also a Notice in this issue of the Leaves
with more details.)
Eye Clinic: The Chateauguay Valley Kennel Club held their semi-annual Eye Clinic in November. Anyone who was
there with a Golden had an extra form to be filled out for the Golden Retriever Club of America’s Pigmentary Uveitis
project. I hope you all remembered to send your forms in to the GRCA? (The email address is at the bottom of the
form. If you haven’t sent it in yet, this is an ongoing study, so it isn’t too late. Please send it in.)
VC Certificates from the CKC: Have you noticed the CKC decided to copy us and start a Versatility program? They
say imitation is the sincerest form of flattery! Well, I still say we did it first and best, but it is certainly worth looking
into and applying for. And if you qualify and haven’t applied for your GRCC Versatility Certificate yet, time to check
it out and send it in!
And don’t forget our highly prestigious Hall of Fame awards! The GRCC believes it is very important to recognize
outstanding dogs who have made contributions to our breed, either through their show careers, their breeding careers,
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their obedience or their field careers. Check it out. If your dog does not presently qualify, this is a goal to aim for in
the coming months or years.
How about a really fun idea for a fund raiser? Golden Rescue Quebec runs a “Photo with Santa” session every year.
Timberlea Veterinary Clinic very generously donates their balcony for the photos (so dress warmly!) and a small group
of volunteers does a wonderful job of making everyone feel welcome while keeping everyone (except Fargo, and I
hear, Lindsay’s boy Logan) under control. (Fargo believes when he is at the vet’s it is his duty to visit everyone there,
so despite numerous “sit” or “stay” commands, reinforced with multiple treats as well as his bumper, as soon as I
would break off eye contact with him for a second, to check with the photographer or whatever, he would just leave to
say hello to another of his “new best friends”. And I heard rumours that Logan toured the parking lot, with Lindsay,
and presumably the Elves, in hot pursuit.)
Santa was very patient with dogs and owners (even with crazy Goldens climbing into his lap trying to get food).
Congratulations to everyone who stayed outside in the cold all day to get those photos, including GRCC members
Clorinda di Tomasso (Intrepid Photographer) and Laura Brunet (Chief Elf).
My nomination for GRCC Member of the Month goes to Laura Brunet, who not only froze her nether parts off helping
to get those photos, but who has also been spending a LOT of time doing translations of our Constitution and By-Laws.
Those of you who have actually read our by-laws (hopefully that is all of you, as you had to vote on them recently)
would realize this is a HUGE job. Tough enough to have to read it in one language! Two must have been brutal! I
can’t remember, what is our budget for Member of the Month? Enough to cover a toaster? Or at least a set of steak
knives? I’ll look into this and get back to you.

*** Oh, in case those of you who actually do
read my column were wondering about my
“Vet Visit Manners”, Fargo does NOT get to
visit aggressive dogs, scared dogs, hissy cats,
or any other animals, for that matter. His
greetings are confined to the vet, the vet
techs and the receptionists, who all come for
his hugs and his (usually) very long stories
about his very sad life, how much he has
missed them, and how each one of them is
his very favourite person.

Gail Wormington
motchreba@gmail.com
514 695-1574
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5 steps to a healthy weight
By

Dr. Suzi Beber, Honouris Causa
-

Is Rover carrying around more weight than he should be?
He’s not alone. Use these five steps to help whip him back
into shape.
Obesity among companion animals has reached an all time high. Recent research by the United States
National Research Council indicates that as many as 25 percent of cats and dogs in the Western world are
overweight. We’re bombarded by advertisements claiming that if you take a little red pill or try the latest diet,
you can lose four to seven pounds in five days. A growing number of similar products are being offered to
guardians of pudgy puppies and chubby cats, but like their human equivalents, they aren’t the solution.
Battling obesity involves a multi-faceted approach that includes understanding its causes and complications,
and working closely with a vet to tailor a weight loss program. Here are five steps that will help your
companion move successfully from fat to fit.
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1. Find out if he’s fat
Animals that weigh anywhere from 10 to 20 percent above their ideal body weight for their size and breed
are considered obese. Luckily, it’s easy to tell if your animal is overweight or obese. If a cat looks fat, she is.
You should not see fat deposits on her back, face, or limbs, and her abdomen should not be rounded.
A healthy dog will have a waist when viewed from above, and a tucked stomach when viewed from the side.
His ribs should be easily felt through a thin layer of flesh. If one of these signposts is missing, your dog may
be overweight; if more than one is missing, and you see fatty deposits over your dog’s chest, spine, and the
base of his tail, he is obese.

2. Be aware of the risks
Obesity causes many of the same problems in animals as it does in us. Dr. Donald Strombeck, DVM, PhD,
author of Home-Prepared Dog and Cat Diets: The Healthful Alternative, says that obesity is the most
common form of malnutrition affecting dogs in Western countries. According to Dr. John Rush, Professor of
Clinical Sciences at Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine, overweight dogs often have extra fat
deposits on their chest walls or inside their chest cavities, which places an additional burden on their
cardiovascular and respiratory systems.
Another common medical problem caused or aggravated by obesity is arthritis. Your animal can also
experience orthopedic problems, from herniated discs to ruptured stifle ligaments. Obesity can also
contribute to heat intolerance, skin problems, and even surgical complications, leading to longer recovery
time.
Overweight cats are at risk of developing diabetes mellitus, lower urinary tract disease, and hepatic lipidosis,
a severe form of liver failure typically occurring in obese cats who have undergone a brief period of stress,
which could be as simple as a change in diet. In order to avoid this potentially fatal disease, treatment of
feline obesity needs to be approached with caution, and always under the care of a veterinarian.

3. Visit the vet
If your dog or cat is overweight, a trip to your veterinarian is in order before any kind of weight management
program is put into place. Your animal’s medical history should be considered, along with a thorough
physical examination, including a complete blood panel and urinalysis, to ensure that endocrine diseases
such as hypothyroidism, an insulin imbalance, hyperadrenocorticism or Cushing’s disease, aren’t behind
your animal’s weight gain.
Dr. Martin Goldstein, DVM, author of The Nature of Animal Healing, recommends the use of a metabolic
analysis which examines your animal’s body, evaluates immune system function, and determines nutritional
and glandular requirements. This information can then be used as part of a complete weight loss program
for your companion.
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4. Take a look at diet
Once hypothyroidism or other metabolic disorders have been ruled out by your veterinarian, it is time
develop a weight loss program for your animal. This should be done with the help of a veterinarian, and
perhaps an animal nutritionist. Try keeping a food journal for even one week. (If more than one person feeds
your animal, ask them to note quantities and times.) The results may surprise you: Fido and Fluffy may be
eating much more than you thought!
Once you really know how much and how often your animal is being fed, you may have to make some
changes:
• Only one person should feed the animal.
• Feeding smaller, more frequent meals is often beneficial.
• Throw guesswork out the window: all food should be measured, and the best way to do this is by actually
weighing your animal’s daily ration, including treats.
• Consider using fresh fruit or vegetables for treats, rather than biscuits. Chunks of fresh apple, carrots and
zucchini are great alternatives for dogs.
• Even many finicky cats enjoy the taste of fresh melon, but keep in mind that a cat needs animal-based
proteins and fats and should never be fed a vegetarian diet.
• If you do give your companion biscuits, break them into tiny pieces. He’ll love you just as much, whether
the treat is big or small.
• Dr. Strombeck points out that fewer calories convert to fat when an animal’s metabolic rate increases. You
can help your companion’s body burn more energy by supplementing his diet with Omega-3 fatty acids from
fish oil sources. Other foods that increase metabolism include vegetables, whole grains, legumes, and fruits.
Contrary to popular belief, love is not always spelled f-o-o-d. Free feeding is a major contributing factor to
obesity in companion animals, so you can’t give in to those soulful eyes and humming purrs!

5. Get him moving
Like diet, exercise is a key tool in the fight against obesity, so make a daily activity date with your
companion. Going for regular walks, or participating in other activities like swimming, can help dogs become
healthier and happier. Dr. Howard Erickson, Professor of Physiology and Anatomy at Kansas State
University’s School of Veterinary Medicine, adds that even a simple game of ball in the backyard will provide
sufficient aerobic exercise for your dog.
Cats also need regular exercise. You can’t take her jogging, but you can coax her off the windowsill for some
interactive play. Consider buying “Da Bird,” one of the top rated toys for cats, whose twirling feather action
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mimics the motion of a bird in flight. Catnip mice are always popular, and a foil ball makes a great little
“hockey puck” for your feline friend.
There is no magic bullet to help your dog or cat lose weight, but with the guidance of your vet, you and your
beloved companion can successfully make the trip from fat to fit, and have lots of fun along the way.

Dr. Suzi Beber, Honouris Causa
Suzi Beber has been successfully creating special needs diets for companion animals for two decades. She founded the University of Guelph’s
Smiling Blue Skies® Cancer Fund and Smiling Blue Skies® Fund for Innovative Research. She is the proud recipient of a Queen Elizabeth II
Diamond Jubilee Medal, and was honored with the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa, for her work in cancer, from the University of
Guelph/Ontario Veterinary College. The Smiling Blue Skies Cancer Fund is also the recipient of the “Pets + Us” Community Outreach Champion
Award.
*reprinted with permission of the author
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NOMINATION FOR GRCC BOARD POSITIONS
The following positions on the GRCC Board are open for nominations for a twoyear term. The term will begin after the 2022 GRCC Annual General meeting.
· Secretary
· Regional Director, Quebec
· Regional Director, Ontario
Regional Director, British Columbia & Yukon
Any Ordinary member of the Club may nominate any other Ordinary member in
good standing for election as an Officer of the Club. Please note the exception
for the nomination of a Regional Director i.e. any Ordinary member in good
standing “within that jurisdiction,” may nominate any other Ordinary
member within that Regional Jurisdiction for the position of Regional Director.
Position: ___________________________________________
GRCC Member Being Nominated: ______________________________(print name)
I accept the nomination: ______________________________________(signature)
GRCC Member Proposing the Nomination: ________________________(print name)
_________________________________(signature)
GRCC Member Seconding the Nomination: ________________________(print name)
_________________________________(signature)
As Past President, I chair the Elections Committee and request that you send your completed nominations
document to me by
April 15th 2022 1159pm (EST)In order to reduce the burden on members, nominations can be mailed, or
they can be printed, signatures added, and sent by email.Incomplete and or late applications will not be
accepted. Please contact me by email if you have any questions or require additional informationKim
Sheehan
Elections Committee Chairperson
Kim.a.sheehan@gmail.com

Please send all nominations in time to arrive no later
than
April 15th 2022 @ 1159pm (EST) to ensure they are
counted.
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TREASURER REPORT

Greetings from British Columbia!! Happy to say, “Spring is in the air”!
The GRCC bank balance as of February 9, 2022 is $51,518.39. There are no
outstanding cheques to be processed.
2022 Membership dues were mostly all in by the January 31 deadline. Jane will
have a report on the details.
David Threinen, Treasurer of the GRCGT submitted a cheque in the amount of
$44.11 for the shared net profit from the September 2021 GRCC Regional
Specialty held by the GRCGT.
Cheers,
Wendy Galt
GRCC Treasurer
wgalt@telus.net
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BRAGG

Stirling is now 12 years old, so I have retired him from obedience but we had fun
with some virtual titles over the last year since we have had very few in person
trials here. He has started to do scent work which he thinks is lots of fun. Other
than that he enjoys to go to training with his sons and he is the greeting
committee to everyone there before we start. He has been so much fun to work
with and I hope will continue to be for a long time yet.
thank you
Sandy
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ONTARIO DIRECTOR REPORT

I hope everyone had a healthy, happy holiday season.
The time between Christmas and New Year tends to be quiet and reflective, probably even more so
following a quiet and reflective 2021. I was sitting watching the puppy wrestling with the cat on a
bright winter morning and thinking about what I could write in my next Director’s report. I was
wondering what might be of interest to you as we wait not-so-patiently for shows, trials, classes and
even life to start up again. Nothing much came to mind, unfortunately something that tends to occur
much too often throughout this Covid experience!
One issue that has become more and more disturbing over the past year is the veterinary crisis. I have
seen the pain and frustration on our vets faces as they struggle to offer solutions for urgent, specialized
procedures. I worry about them burning out as they burn the candle at both ends and the middle!
Apparently, for the first time, more vets are retiring than graduating and then there is the massive
number of pets that were purchased during Covid. Our vets and their staff are putting in long hours
but Covid outbreaks have shut down clinics putting even more pressure on those that remain open.
After-hours accessibility is almost non-existent and people are having to drive further and further with
sick or dying pets in their cars. Arrival at an open clinic might not even ensure admission. Pet owners
are facing situations where emergency care is just not available, many times even in life or death
issues. I went through a bit of this myself last year when time was of the essence yet specialized
veterinary care was not available in a timely manner. Knowing that immediate action could save my
dogs life it was like a punch in my gut when I was informed that it could be weeks of waiting before
my dog could even be examined! The frustration and worry was enough to almost give me an ulcer.
Eventually, we did manage to get an appointment but the anxiety during those few weeks was painful.
I started to think about others who might be in more dire circumstances. My heart goes out to fellow
breeders desperately looking for emergency c-sections on their whelping bitches, or pet owners trying
to find out if that mass is cancerous or if that heart murmur is treatable or possibly fatal. As much as
we might wish it were so we cannot put our pets in bubble wrap, I am keeping my fingers double
crossed that my dogs stay healthy.
Less urgent, but no less important, is the availability of specialists for clearance purposes. Breeders
are finding it difficult to get their dogs examined for genetic disorders. Clinics run by breed clubs are
few and far between and specialists are taking minimal, if any, bookings. In our area, major animal
hospitals are no longer doing cardiac exams and finding a cardiologist has become a bit like an
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archeological dig. Breeding plans have been put on hold and some of smaller hobby breeders are
thinking about throwing in the towel. The conundrum is that as much as we need the specialists to
support our breeding programs those vets are in high demand in general practices, a fine balance for
sure. I realize that Covid has much more serious ramifications on society at large but the trickle-down
effect will definitely leave an impact in the dog world.
On a sad note, long time breeder of Golden Retrievers Kate McDermott (Hollymere Golden
Retrievers) passed away. Kate and her husband Denis were active in the Ontario Valley Golden
Retriever Club volunteering at events and on the executive. Kate was passionate about the breed and
her dogs and tried her hand at many dog activities over the years. Our sympathies are with her family
and friends.
Something to look forward to! The Golden Retriever Club Of Greater Toronto is holding Obedience
and Rally trials on February 26 & 27, 2022, good luck to all. Both the Golden Retriever Club of
Greater Toronto and the Golden Retriever Club of Quebec are planning Regional specialties! Once
the dates are approved by CKC your should see the information up on canuckdogs.com so keep an eye
out!
Reminders:
Make sure you get your applications in for the Annual Awards! I know there were not too many
shows last year but there certainly were some! It would be a shame if your dog’s accomplishments go
without due recognition because you neglected to submit the form!
When shows and trials, or any events, start up again —Volunteer! Almost everything that happens in
the dog world relies on the support of volunteers. It is a fabulous way to learn and give back to your
sport.
And, as always, submit your brags or articles to our Leaves editor. What are your favourite recipes for
training treats or bait? Pass them along and I’ll add them to my next report or if there is a sudden,
massive number of submissions I’ll spread them out over the next few reports! The newsletter is only
as interesting, informative and entertaining as our membership contributions.
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Secretary Report
Welcome to 2022! We’ve had two motions come to the Board since the last newsletter, they are listed
below. If you have any questions or comments related to the GRCC please email me! If I don’t know the
answer, I will find you someone that does!
Jill Cairns
goldnz@eastlink.ca
Motion #: 1
Date: January 13, 2022
Motion made by: Jill Cairns
Seconded by: Gail Wormington
That the GRCC Board accept the application and budget submitted by the GRCGT to host a Regional Specialty to be held
June 4th, 2022 in conjunction with the Eerie Shores KC.

IN FAVOUR
Pat Beaulieu (BC)

X

Jill Cairns (Secretary)

X

Jasmine DeBlois (Prairies)

X

Wendy Galt (Treasurer)

X

Connie Johnson (2nd Vice President)

X

Frank MacArthur (Maritimes)

X

Aileen Murray (Ontario)

X

Rob Paterson (Vice President)

X

Bruce Russell (President)

X

Kim Sheehan (Past President)

X

Lynn Walker (Alberta)

X

Gail Wormington (Quebec)

X
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NOT IN FAVOUR

ABSTAIN

Motion #: 2
Date: January 14, 2022
Motion made by: Gail Wormington
Seconded by: Aileen Murray
That the GRCC Board accept the application and budget from the Golden Retriever Club of Quebec to host
a Regional Specialty, to be held on June 26, 2022 in conjunction with the all-breed shows of Association
Canine de la Mauricie.
IN FAVOUR
Pat Beaulieu (BC)

X

Jill Cairns (Secretary)

X

Jasmine DeBlois (Prairies)

X

Wendy Galt (Treasurer)

X

Connie Johnson (2nd Vice President)

X

Frank MacArthur (Maritimes)

X

Aileen Murray (Ontario)

X

Rob Paterson (Vice President)

X

Bruce Russell (President)

X

Kim Sheehan (Past President)

X

Lynn Walker (Alberta)

X

Gail Wormington (Quebec)

X
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NOT IN FAVOUR

ABSTAIN

Does your dog need dog friends?
Updated: Feb 18, 2021
What’s more important to your dog ... You? Or other dogs?
People get so caught up on the idea that their dog needs lots of ‘dog friends’ in order to
be happy and have a fulfilling social life. While this may work out just fine for some
dogs, for many others it creates lifelong problems.
There is an obsessive focus on socializing dogs with other dogs. A desperate need for
them to LOVE other dogs and be friendly all the time. While less attention is paid
towards building our own relationship and strong bond with them. I hear it all the time ...
‘I just want him to have doggy friends’, ‘I just want him to like other dogs’, ‘I just think
he needs to socialise more’. It’s an attitude which suggests that if he has dog friends then
everything else will be okay because he will be happy and friendly.
Of course, we all want a dog who is relaxed about interacting with other dogs and has
perfect social skills. But sometimes our best intentions lead to the wrong outcome. It
might seem simple to take the puppy to a park full of other dogs or send your nervous
dog off to day care, expecting them to make friends and become a social butterfly.
Afterall, they’re dogs, they need to play with their own species!
The problem with this attitude is that it totally disregards how the dog may really be
feeling or what they’re actually learning. When you focus so much on socialization with
other dogs, it becomes easy to miss the signs when your dog is uncomfortable, worried or
learning inappropriate behaviours. Behaviours which may seem insignificant in a young
puppy can rapidly develop into more serious issues as the puppy matures into an
adolescent. This can take us by surprise and we’re left wondering why our delightful
puppy has suddenly turned into a devil dog when he sees another dog.
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What is Socialization?
Socialization is about teaching your dog to feel comfortable in the presence of other dogs,
whilst knowing he has support from you. It’s about teaching him appropriate social skills
so he can develop into a polite, well-mannered adult. Socialization is NOT throwing your
dog into a room of other puppies and letting him get on with it, or letting your dog run up
to meet and play with every dog in the park.
Socialization should focus on your puppy’s behaviour and emotions. If he’s being
bumped around by over-enthusiastic dogs, he’s probably learning that dogs can be scary,
or he will be learning to treat other dogs in this way in the future. Think about what you
want him to learn and whether or not your ‘socialization’ is actually achieving this.
It should be noted that socialization is not solely about meeting other dogs. In fact, this is
only a tiny part of it so read through our previous blogs which cover the broader spectrum
of socialization.
The Risks of Inappropriate ‘Socialization’
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If you take the ‘let him get on with it’ approach to socialization around other dogs, you
risk all manner of problem behaviours developing. If you have a nervous puppy, he will
only grow more fearful if he’s exposed to the wrong dogs without your support. If you
have a friendly puppy, this friendliness could quickly become a challenging obsession
without the right guidance from you.
One of the most popular ways to ‘socialize’ a puppy is to encourage them to meet dogs
on walks, and while it might seem like a standard method of socialization, it comes with a
high risk. Those unfamiliar

dogs may not be particularly tolerant of puppies so your puppy risks receiving a harsh
telling off when he oversteps the line, some puppies will bounce back from this but others
will be scarred for life. Some dogs may give a fair telling off, while others will have a
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more extreme reaction and could do some serious physical and psychological damage to
your puppy. Not a risk worth taking.
You may find friendly, harmless dogs during walks to introduce your puppy to. While this
may ensure he doesn’t receive a damaging warning, it doesn’t mean these dogs are
teaching your puppy the right things. Mixing with dogs with poor social skills could
teach your puppy some behaviours you would rather avoid. It might all seem fun and
games while he’s a small puppy but as he matures, do you really want your fully grown
adult dog to be body slamming other dogs or chasing them and pinning them on the floor.
Always think about what he’s learning from the other dogs.
Before shipping him off to day care or taking him to ‘puppy parties’, think about what
these situations are teaching him. A nervous puppy is likely to be completely
overwhelmed by such intense environments and risks being bullied or harassed when he’s
not yet confident around other dogs. The friendly puppy may be in his element but these
environments aren’t set-up to maintain recall training or teach manners around other dogs
so he won’t be learning these important skills.
Never let ‘socialization’ distract from teaching your puppy important skills. If he’s
meeting every dog he sees, then he’s never learning to ignore some, which will create
challenging frustration issues as he matures and he’s unable to cope with not saying hello
to everyone. On-lead frustration often takes people by surprise and it can be hard to
understand. It’s the classic, “he loves dogs when he’s off lead but he’s very aggressive onlead... it doesn’t make any sense!?”.
When your dog has never learnt that he can’t always approach dogs, he will experience a
high level of frustration when he’s prevented from doing so. With the lead attached, he
can no longer run over to another dog and this will be incredibly frustrating for him,
resulting in what appears to be a very aggressive reaction.
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On-lead frustration often involves lunging around and barking, but when the dog is in this
state of frustration and stress, it can quickly tip over into aggression. This could escalate
to him biting a dog who gets too close, or re-directing his frustration and biting the lead
or his owner.
Socialization is not an excuse for a poor recall. If your dog is playing so much that he
can’t listen to you, then you have very little control over his behaviour and this will lead
to serious problems as he grows up. A small puppy who doesn’t recall may not be
troublesome but as he gets older and bigger, it’s less forgivable. You may get away with a
dodgy recall for a while but what happens when he fails to recall from the aggressive dog
on a lead, or from the dog on the other side of the busy road?
Until we find ourselves in a more serious situation it can be easy to pass off a poor recall
as ‘naughty behaviour’, but in reality, it’s only a matter of time before a failed recall ends
your dog in trouble. A dog who can’t recall reliably can be classed as dangerously out of
control, and no matter how friendly he is or how much ‘he just wants to play’ it’s no
excuse for allowing your dog to approach unknown dogs, especially if they are on lead.
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What Should We Do?
Work on your relationship with your puppy first. You should be the most important thing
to him. You should be his support system when he’s worried, his safety zone if he needs
to escape, his most fun playmate, and his number one priority.
Building this relationship and working on training is not something that should wait until
he’s ‘fully socialized’. People will often say ‘oh let him be a puppy, start the training
when he’s older’. It’s like these things are somehow incompatible. He can’t possibly have
fun and be a puppy, while also learning how to behave?!
In actual fact, your puppy will have considerably more fun and gain more confidence if
you are actively working on training alongside socialization. Learning is a huge
confidence booster, so if your puppy is learning how to learn, he will be developing an
optimistic view on life. Training your puppy is a brilliant way to build a relationship and
strong bond with you, he will see you as a source of fun and he will want to engage with
you.
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When you start training right from day 1, you can support your puppy through
socialization.
He can meet people and dogs, and experience new things while coming to you for
support and practicing his listening skills. Training will enable you to put control in place
to teach him he can’t make friends with every dog and he must still come back when you
call him. These things might seem trivial when he’s a small puppy but they become major
issues when the dog turns into an adolescent and their behaviour inevitably becomes
more challenging.
Waiting to start training until your dog’s behaviour is unmanageable, leaves you playing
catch up and potentially trying to ‘fix’ issues which are now unfixable. Starting from a
young age means you can tackle challenges as they appear and your journey though
adolescence will be much smoother!
Socialization with Dogs
When your relationship with your dog is number one priority, you can begin the process
of careful socialization around other dogs. Remember socialization is about teaching the
puppy to be comfortable in the presence of other dogs. This does not mean he should
want to play with every dog, nor does he even have to say hello to every dog, he should
simply feel relaxed in their presence and be able to make his own choices.
It is recommended that your dog should only meet a maximum of 1 in every 3 dogs they
see on walks, and if these are unknown dogs, it should be a quick sniff and move on, so
that we don't create this huge expectation that every dog has been placed on the planet to
play with your dog. Of these 1 in 3, pick the calmer, older dogs who will ignore your
puppy, rather than a young, boisterous dog who will try to instigate play, and potentially
teach your puppy poor social skills and bad manners.
Rather than taking a chance on meeting unknown dogs, find some calm, friendly adult
dogs who you can walk your puppy with (walk with, not stand in the park chatting, as
being stationary can create conflict). These dogs will be good role models for teaching
your puppy appropriate social skills and showing him that constant play is not generally
what every adult dog desires. You then have the opportunity to practice recall and work
on keeping your puppy’s focus on you, therefore ensuring you remain important even
when other dogs are around.
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You may regularly meet the same dogs on your walk, so get to know them and find out if
they’re suitable for your puppy. Some may be good ones to use to teach him to ignore
other dogs when asked, some may be ideal for a brief sniff and others could provide a
quick play session. Aim for dogs who are calm and well-mannered as these will be
teaching your puppy better social skills.
Always ask the owner before allowing your puppy to approach an unfamiliar dog, and
keep a close eye on their body language. Things happen fast between dogs and what
appears to be a polite greeting can turn nasty in an instant so read up on dog body
language and be aware of all the signals before you allow your puppy to interact with
other dogs.
Knowing the subtle signs will enable you to step in before a greeting turns unpleasant and
it could save your puppy from serious injury.
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A puppy class is a good place to start but the focus should always be on YOUR
relationship with your puppy. It shouldn’t be all about letting the puppies bundle together
and play crazy games for an hour. The puppies should be carefully matched based on
their temperaments and sizes. Putting a huge bouncy puppy with a tiny nervous one
would result in some very negative associations being learnt by both individuals.
Whereas, an equal balance of confidence will help ensure the experience remains
positive. As confidence and control grow, different puppies can be matched, but they
should be equally involved so neither is being bullied or doing the bullying!
Good Play or Bad Play?
Dog-to-dog play can be difficult to understand at times. What sounds like a nasty fight
can actually be a really good interaction. Or, when it all looks fun and games, it could be
completely unbalanced and end badly. Not all dogs are a good match, their personalities
or play styles could clash, so never assume two dogs will get along just because they’re
both friendly.
In good balanced play, the dogs should be equally involved, they should take regular
breaks and their body language should remain loose and relaxed. One dog should not be
‘forcing’ the other into play, so if your dog is continually chasing another dog or ignoring
signals that the dog isn’t interested, then he’s at risk of bullying the other dog and
provoking a negative reaction.
A dog who is being pestered or bullied will be experiencing a lot of stress, either
increasing his existing fear or teaching him to be fearful of dogs. Don’t let your dog cause
permanent damage to another, whether it’s physical or psychological, it’s totally
unnecessary to allow your dog to bully another.
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If your dog is bullying, or being bullied, you need to step in. It’s not good play if one dog
is being bashed around while desperately trying to escape. It might look like a game of
chase or wrestling but if the other dog isn’t mirroring these behaviours then he’s unlikely
to be having a good time.
In balanced play, the dogs will generally take turns to chase or they will handicap
themselves so they take turns at being wrestled to the floor or being the wrestler. In good
play there will be breaks; it shouldn’t be a continuous period of one dog being pinned on
the floor or chased in circles. There should be regular moments where both dogs
disengage and perhaps sniff the ground or wander off, they may return to play but it will
be a mutual decision.
While good play is a healthy part of a dog’s life, it doesn’t mean you can’t maintain some
control. Teaching your dog to listen during play is an important skill which will enable
you to break up the play when it becomes inappropriate and keep control over your dog.
Even when he’s playing, he should be able to come back to you.
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Having ‘dog friends’ is hugely beneficial for many dogs but it should never be the
number one priority or overriding aim of socialization. Remember too, not all dogs enjoy
interacting with their own species, and some are more introverted than others. Whether
he’s an introvert or extravert around other dogs, you should still have total control and the
ability to recall him or stop him approaching other dogs when needed.
When you make your relationship the priority and actively work on training, then
everything else can start to fall into place. If you train your dog and play with your dog,
you really can provide all the social interaction he needs. When YOU fulfil his social
needs, you can then use positive, controlled dog interactions to enrich his life further!
Written by Naomi White at Adolescent Dogs Jul 3, 2020

Golden Leaves Flashback
March/April edition 2006
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Membership
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Membership Report as of February 13, 2022
Thank you all who renewed your membership for 2022!!
WELCOME to the following NEW members for 2022
The following members have not renewed their membership for 2022WELCOME to
the following NEW members for 2022
Charlotte Badger

VT

Glenda Keys

NS

Pam Badger

VT

Corina Kless

ON

Wanda Barkhouse

NS

Jeffrey Kless

ON

Melissa Barnard

NB

Jennifer MacLeod

ON

Julie Baron

AB

Mark MacLeod

ON

Catherine Brennan

NS

Karina Madill

ON

Alison Brett

ON

Steve Mahoney

BC

Emilie Bullard

OR

Sylvia Mahoney

BC

Gordon Cairns

BC

Aaron Neufeld

SK

Lesley Cairns

BC

Krista Nicholson

ON

Stephane Campbell QC

Lee Nobbs

BC

Micheline Cote

QC

Shelley Overs

SK

Rebecca Cutting

SK

Sue Riggins

OR

Christine Dafoe

BC

Scott Robinson

AB

Susan Dollevoet

BC

Donna Slater

ON

Yvonne Drover

NL

Larry Slater

ON

Nancy Gadd

TX

Jessica Troyanovsky

ON

Sarah Galvin

ON

Vladimir Troyanovsky

ON

Christie Gilbert

SK

Shelley van Hallem

BC

Sonia Guignard

QC

Daniel Walton

ON

Lillian Kalte

ON

Cheryl Webster

ON

Paul Kalte

ON

Jason Woolley

AB

Keith Kennedy

ON

Bill Yarnell

ON

Paulette Kennedy

ON

Debbie Yarnell

ON

Kristy Kerwin

ON
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The following members have attained ORDINARY membership status:
Clay Taylor

ON

Laura Brunet

QC

Glenna MacLeod

ON

John Kuepferling

QC

Annie Guillemette

QC

Lenka Pallanova

AB

Bill Werny

AB

Colleen Wormsley

ON

Caitlin Luck

ON

Alan Davies

SK

Kristi Evans Bragg

NS

Suzanne Dionne

QC

Cori Heer

ON

Heather Storie

ON

Christine Baayen

ON

Ann Boswick

NS

Karel Baayen

ON

Carl Boswick

NS

Julie Starling

NS

Steven Starling

NS

The following members have not renewed their membership for 2022
Alex Pouliasis

ON

Justin McLash

Athena McLash

BC

Alison Arden

ON

Karen Hoskyn

Ian Moss

BC

Andrew Ryan

NL

Kathy Miner

BC

Angele Jolicoeur

ON

Katrina Carruthers

NB

Ashley Gibbons

NL

Kelly Bryant

ON

Barbara (BJ) Clancy

AB

Kelly Morrow

ON

Becky Shaw

Andrew Wreggitt

AB

Kim Taylor

BC

Brian Cox

Jennifer Cox

AB

Louise Bastien

QC

Brian Jackson

Julia Jackson

AB

Mary Manson

Ian Thompson

ON

Catherine McGill

MB

Mary-Kate Jackson

Greg Yule

QC

Cheryl Bedford

ON

Nancy Brown

Iggy Hozjan

AB

Cindy McCarthy

NB

Nancy Maxner

NS

ON

Pat Keough

AB

Gisele Eady

ON

Paula Broaders

Glenda Minor

BC

Paula Sarson

NS

ON

Rositsa Pavlova

QC

Crystal Beyore

Helen Lackey
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Jon Beyore

Doug Lackey

Donald Nicholson

NS

Jamila Mancini

ON

Sandra Paton

ON

Janet Lockhart

ON

Shelby Eckford

BC

Jill Chalmers

ON

Sue Heuman

BC

Tara Carll

ON

Jodie Curtola

ON

W. Scott MacKinnon

PE

Julia Gibson

ON

Joanne Kinney
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Laureen Kinney

Dean Heuman

AB

